


Brauniger alto/variolbarograph Hi-Vision full face helmet Icom radios and accessories 
(phone for competitive prices) 

Hang Glider and Paraglider 
rescue systems 

Ez Eyes flying glasses Wingtech combined ground/aero tow 
bridle 

VISA' 

.o;mRaJ.-,king karabiner Silva and Wayfinder compass 
Bankcard, Mastercard 

and Visa card Welcome. 

rings .................................................................................. $25.00 
Base bar protectors ................................................................... $9.51 (Pr) 
Flying suits .................................................................................. $240.00 
AiIbome hats ................................................................................. $25.00 
Hi-Vlsion helmet full face ............................................................. $183.83 
Karabiner steel locking .................................................................. $29.20 
Ailbome 'Fehirt - short sIeeYe ...................................................... $25.00 
T-shirt -long sleeve ....................................................................... $34.00 
Edge Promo video ............................................................ ' ..... M .... $25.00 
1\'alnIng wheels quick fit ................................................................ $70.73 
AiIbome jackets .......................................................................... $151.00 
WIngtech tow bridle ....................................................................... $75.00 
Mayday 16 paraglider rescue system (inc.externaI pack) ........... $629.34 
MD 16 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $545.07 

MD 18 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $599.81 
Note: Mayday chutes comply with strict Gutesiegal Certification 
Hang loops ........................... ... ................................................ ...... $16.31 
EZ Eye flying glasses .................................................................... $80.00 
Silva UN70 compass with HG or PG mount ............................... $238.36 
Wayfinder Digital auto compensating compass HG or PG ......... $212.58 
Braunlger Basis SP alto vario (now inc. asi option) .................... $586.84 
Braunlger Camp altolvariolbarograph ......................................... $992.74 
Note: Btauniger instruments include HG or PG clamps and carry bag' 
Braunlger flight recorder software .................................. , .............. $99.20 
Brauniger speed sensor .............................................................. $215.76 

Camera mount .............................................................................. $51.32 
Neoprone cold weather Flying Gloves .......................................... $45.40 

Overnight courier service $10.00 

For AIiICOM accessories phone for the most competitive prices available. 
call us for a brochure on our extensive range of Hang Gliders and the new Edge Microlight. 

We also stock LYNX the hottest Microlight intercom systems 
Our factory is Civil Aviation Our registered Quality 



Official Publication Of 
The Hang Gliding 

Federation of Australia 

Skysailor appears 12 times per year 
as a service to members. For non
members living in Australia the sub
scription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas 
magazine subscription is Aus. $65 
(sent Economy Air). Aus $95 
Airmail. Cheques should be made 
payable to and sent to HGFA. 
Contributions are always needed. 
Articles. photographs and illustra
tions are all acceptable although the 
editor and the HGFA Board reserve 
the right to edit or delete contribu
tions where necessary. 
Articles of unknown origin will 
NOT be published. All contributions 
should be accompanied by the con
tributor 's name. address and HGFA 
number for verification purposes. 
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume 
responsibility for the material or 
opinions presented in Skysailor. 
Copyright in Skysai lor is vested in 
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and 
other contributions is vested in each 
of the authors in respect of their 
contribution. 

ALL SKYSAILOR 
CONTRIBUTIONS to: 

Marie Jeffery 
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477 

Fax: (066) 285117 
Ph: (066) 280356 

8am-8pm 

Keep the articles coming!! 

We will give $50 per month for the 
best cover photo sent in. It can be a 
black and white, colour photo or 
slide. 

All photos and material will be 
returned if a stamped. self addressed 
envelope is supplied. 

Market Place ads are to be direct
ed to the Editor. 

DEADLINE 

15th of the month (for the following 
month's issue!) for contributions, 
market place, etc. Market Place are 
free to financial members - please 
quote your number - otherwise a 
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is 
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2 
issues is applicable for commercial 
operators. 

ADVERTISING 

Advertising rates are: 
Back cover $225 
Full page $150 
Half page $75 
Quarter page $40 

All ads must be paid in advance. 
Layout, separations and extra work 
incur additional costs. 
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ADDRESSES 
All correspondence, including mem
bership renewals, short term mem
berships, rating forms and other 
administrative matters should be 
sent to : 

Hang Gliding Federation Of 
Australia 
Executive Director: 
Ian Jarman 
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720 
Tel (069) 472 888, 
FxlAH Ans. Machine 069 474328 

President: Rohan Grant 
002311112 H, 002 337638 W, 
002 333311 Fax 

Operations Manager 
Craig Worth, Ph/Fx 065 592713 
Mobile: 018 657419 

For in/ormation about site ratings, 
sites and other local matters, contact 
the appropriate state association! 
region or club. 

Vice-president: Andrew Humphries , 
42 Cunningham Tce, Daglish WA 
6008, 093816053, 093882401 Fx, 
018917537 
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box 
81 , Lyons ACT 2606. 06 2998792 
H, 018 697820 W 
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102, 
Lara Vic 3212, 019 404299, 052 
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx 

Board Member & Competitions 
Committee contact: Paul Mollison, 
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW 
2289, 049570216 H, 049 499199 
W. 049 499395 Fx 
Board Member: Michael Zupanc, 
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld 
4301,078142113 H, 018 662328 W, 
078142154 Fx 
Board Member: Robert Woodward, 
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 
5035, 08 2977532 H. 08 2325405 
W, 08 2237345 Fx 
Board Member & Women's 
Committee contact: 
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol, Henry 
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871, 
068514148 H, 068521455 W 
Paragliding Convenor 
Fred Gungl , U2I47 Walkers Lane, 
Bright Vic 3741, 015 854455 
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin 
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton 
NSW 2443, 018181071' 
PHG Registration: Neville Hoger, 
Mackay 079 597105 H, 079 576483 
W (Forward PHG Registrations to 
HGFA Office, Tumut) 
PHG Public Relations contact: 
Paul Haines, Public Relations, 042 
941031 ph/fxltam 
Coaching Committee contact: 
HGFA 9perations Manager 

States & Regions 

Southern Region NSW 
25 Beverley Ave, Warilla NSW 2528 
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923 

Northern NSW Region 
Pres. Dane Snelling 02 99384420 W, 
02 99799069H; Sec. Ian Duncan 02 
9189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02 
9180091 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a 
member of Federation Aeronautique 

Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport 
Aviation Confederation (ASAC). 

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is 
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission. 
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COVER PHOTO 

Ray Kinder with Dave Thompson in the background at 
Cape Uptrap, South Gippsland, Victoria . 

CREDITS 

Cartoon 
Typing & Layout 
Printer 

ACTHGA 
PO Box 3496, Manuka 2603 ; Pres. 
Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06 
2814556 H, 018 625091; Sec. 
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W, 06 
2917978 H, 018 630496; SSO. Peter 
Dall 06 2813746 H, 06 2684139 W 

Nth Qld: 

Jules Makk, John Heffernan 
Marie Jeffery 

Quality Plus, Ballina 

4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham 
McDonald 09 3649226 H. 09 
4186461B 

VicHGPA 
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181; Pres 
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052223019 
AH, 052 272523 BH; Sec Tony 
Hughes: 052438245 AH, 052 
641091 BH 

TasHGA 

12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q 
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 019 
617935,070341451 ph/fx; SecfTrs: 
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, 079 
555133 Fx 

14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005. 
Sec. James Freeman: 002 253952 H 

HGAWA 
PO Box 82, South Perth 6151; Pres 
Doug Trent: 09 4594702 H, 09 
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09 
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W, fx: 
4741202; PG Rep Evan Williams 09 

SAHGA 
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08 
2130660, Fax 08 2117115 
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Clubs Secffreas Ron 065558091 Inc Meet 3rd Wed York-
Huxhagen 079 065545700 W Sec. Darryl Ashlin On-Lilydale, Lilydale 
552913,079555122 SSO. Bob Barnes 063742536 North East Victoria 
Fx 065540416 SSO. Bruce Barcham HG Club Inc 
New South Wales Illawarra Hang 063742092 Pres & SSO Geoff Queensland 079750232 

Publicity Officer Byron Bay HG Club Gliding Club Inc Newcastle HG Club White 
Cairns HG Club 

Hans Respondek Inc Meet: Mountain Top Pres Simon Lewis 057501244,018 
Pres Luke Walker 

079721203 Pres Joe Barton Cafe, Mt Keira 1st 018689243 052793 
070514659 066803229 Wed Sec Bill Olive Sec Karl Texler Jnr 
015675109 Sunshine Coast HG 

SSO Neil Mersham Pres George Barrie 049213804 W 057501733 
Sec Anton Rath Club (Qld) 

066858768; 018 042855567 "PG" Ian Ladyman Treas David Romeril 
070537149 53 Yungar St Coolum 

441742 Sec Warwick Kelly 049498946 057562216 
Treas. Nadine Condon Qld 4573 

meet I st Wed 7pm ea 042261707 SSO Ross Duncan Club meets 1st 
070531877 Pres. Mal Price 

month Bangalow SSO. James Nathaniel 049431900 Saturday ea month 
Vice Pres Nev Akers 074480038 Bowling Club 042261377 meet last Wed Souths Bright Shire Offices 
070512438 Vice-Pres Geoff 

Kosciusko Alpine Leagues Club 7.30 pm 
Borthwick Central Coast HG 

Capricorn 
074760784 Club (NSW) Paragliding Club Northern Beaches Southern HG Club 

Skyriders Club Inc 
Secffreas. Cathy Pres Russell Skillen Pr. Anne McRitchie HG Club Inc Pres. Mike Slape 

Pres Brian Hampson 
Edmunds 018404254 064 576041 (Sydney) 03 5438331 AH 

079226527 
074463421 Sec Mark Steele Sec. Allan Lehepuu Pres: Jim Allen 1st Tues Anchor & 

Sec Geoff Craig 
SSO.Dave Cookman 043321277 018484123 029711715 H Hope Tav Church St 

079923137 
074498573 Treas Mick Hoipo SSO.Heinz Gloor Sec: Craig Docherty Richmond 

Brian Smith 043282871 064 567171 029824468 Sky High PG Club 
079287858 Townsville HG Assoc 

SSO Ian Duffy Lower Blue Mts HG SSO. Forrest Park Pres Rachel B ai n 
Canungra HG Club Inc 018439612 Club Inc 024502674 03 98889454 H 
Inc Pres Gary Rogers 2nd Wed The Entrance Pres. David Middleton Stanwell Park Club 03 98983742 W 
Pres. Dave Staver 077 792645 H, 077 RSL Club 7.30 pm 026236961 PO Box 258 Sec. David Mills 538565 W 0755453391 

Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe Central West HG Sec. Neil Glennon Helensburgh NSW 0398192712 H 
Sec. Gordon Bieske 

077 212666 H, 077 Club SSO. Nigel Felton 2508 03 92822448 W 
07555435149 H 

721766 W Pres Len Paton 026282609 Pres. Rob Fakes 1st Wed ea month 
SSO. Geoff Dossetor 

SSO Graeme Etherton 068537220 Mid North Coast HG 015237565 Retreat Hotel , 226 
0755435631 

077 724467 Sec. Jenny Ganderton Assoc (NSW) Sec. Karen Lederer Nicholson St, 
PG Rep. Phil Hystek 

Sec Dave McManus 068511533 Pres. Paul Hazelgrove 042942273 Abbotsford 
0755437236 

077 723043 H Tres. Mark Madden 018657366 Treas. Ian Lobb Southern Cross 
Gladstone HG Club Treas Steve Duncan 063622927 Sec & SSO. Lee Scott SSO. Mark Mitsos Paragliding Inc 
4 Cairncross St 077 734930 H Great Lakes HGC 065565265 042949065,018 Pres. Kevin Gingell-
Gladstone Q 4680 Inc Ben Leonard 864083 Kent 
Pres. Pat Purcell Whitsundays HG 

Pres. Jim Parsons 065821966 meet 7.30pm 1st Sun Sec. Craig Martinson Club ea month Helensburgh 079793414 
Pres. Wayne Smith 065554077 Mudgee District 03 5928382 

Sec. Sandy Gemmell Workers ' Club 
079513392 Sec Steve Tinson Sport Aviation Club Meet last Wed of ea 

Sydney HG Club month Anchor & Hope 
Pres Dick Heffer Hotel 481 Church St 

r-~---------------------------' 
023872613 Richmond 

~~ -~ 
Treas John Trude Western Victorian 

I (@ Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 1,~ .. " .. >', 024166758 Hang Gliding Club 
Sec Steve Hocking Pres. Phillip Campbell 

I \ ......., PO Box 558, Thmut NSW 2720 \ ---- ( '--:i 023274484 053428569 
: " ( q:, , Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328 ,< "'-.I' , Sydney Paragliding Tres. Andrew 

I '~~ .. ~ Club McKinnon 03 4371069 
Pres Peter Bowyer Vice Pres. Nicole 

I Cap 9.00 Initial issue (12 mths) $150 pa 025254175 Shalders 053 318178 
I Leather Key Ring - metal with full (3 mths) $40 qtr Vice Pres Tim Gearing Sec. Meg Bailey 

colour enamel logo 6.95 Instructor with Passenger Carrying 042681725 053492845 
I Metal Lapel Badge 4.95 Endorsement annual renewal fee $250 Sec Deirdre Skillen SSO. Rohan Holtkamp 
I Car stickers 2.00 

Training Facility - Inspection and/or 
027275087 053492845 

I Embroidered badge 2.95 Treas Roger Club meets last Sat ea 
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices Approval fee $80 * Montgomery mont/l at Golden Age 

PHG Instructor Examination & check- 022203199 Hotel Beaufort 
I Please add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts flights (payable to PHG Examiner) $50 SSO Mark Mitsos Western Australia I available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100 042674570 

Avon Valley Hang order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accept-
I ed, phone orders welcome. Actual prices may PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew) $50 TamworthlManilla Gliding Club 
I vary from those shown. Terms: payment with Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs . HGC Pres. David Drabble 
I order. Deltvery 14 days when ex stock. Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sporting Andrew Pepper 093071816 

Licence, manuals , etc) # $30 
067654520 Vice Pres. Rob 

I HGFA Schedule of Fees Richard Riley Stevenson 09 3647872 Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes 067821073 Sec. Mike Field I Membership Fees ACC training course, registration & 067821267 094097903 
112 months (FULL) Membership $125 manuals, etc) ## $30 SSO.Pat Lenders Treas . Michael Derry 
I (SA) 12 mths FULL membership $135 FAI Sporting Licence (incl. HGFA 067729272 093415271 
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership $130 Comp Manual, Section 7 FAI Sporting ACT Cloud Base 
I Additional Family Member (12 months) $50 Code, Records Claim Pack (initial issue) $20 Canberra Sports Paragliding Club Inc 

Short Term Membership .(4 months) $45 FAI International Pilot Proficiency Aviation Club Inc Pres Evan Williams 

I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months) $45 Identification Card (IPPI) Non- Pres. Allan Taylor 094585454 

I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days competition flying overseas $10 
06 2886311 Sec Julian McPherson 
Sec. Robert Burns 093881584 I available through instructors only $15 Competitions Manual $10 06 2581181 Meet 1st Wed , 

1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50 Tow Guidelines $nil Meet 1st Tues ea mth Boulevard Ale House 
I Overseas (sent SAL) $65 Replacement Operations Manual $10 The George Harcourt East Vic Park 
I Overseas (Sent Airmail) $95 Replacement Ops Manual Binder $15 Inn Gold Creek Rd Dalwallinu HG Club 

I Certificate & Insurance Fees NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection 
Gungahlin 8 pm Pres. Gary Bennett 

plus travel expenses (max. $250 per inspec- Victoria 093804357 I Powered Operations Insurance Levy $20 
tion/approval) . Eastern HG Club Sec Anna Munt 

I Passenger Endorsement annual 
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996. Pres. Lance Sheppard 093772021 

I renewal fee $150 059623570 H The Great Sandy 
I Instructor Certificates (12 mths) $150 pa, ## Includes all updated material from Level I. Sec. John Carter Desert HG Club 

Initial issue (3 mths) $40 qtr There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite 037285203 H Pres. Ian Sallie 
I Instructor Certificates annual renewal fee$150 Facility approvals . SSO Harry Summons 091 798487 H 

I Passenger Carrying Endorsements: 059646055 H Sec Joe Langford L _____________________________ ~ 
091 798655 H 
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Due to increased demand, Sky Cycles have further 
expanded their range of new and used trikes 

We now have Venturer, Edge Executive and Quantum available ex-stock. 

See them at Moorabbin Airport or fly at Tooradin or Mangalore 

1 . All trike owners - free demo flights in the latest models. 
2. Any qualified pilot (glider, GA, AUF & HGFA) - free Trial Introductory flight. 
3. Any person presenting this advertisement - half price TIF 

Second hand trade-ins and microlight accessories also available 

The Best 
Prices! 

The Best 
Products! 

QUANTUM 

EDGE 

VENTURER 

Phone Sky Cycles for an information pack or to • . 
arrange the flight that you will always remember. Ph. 0395875975 & ask for John Oliver 
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Get the 
BEST 

release available 

WI NGTECH releases come complete with 
BRIDLES for aero and ground tow 

QUICKLINKS for fast secure attatchmen 
TOW RINGS for smooth exits 

COMES to save weak-linh 
I NSTRUCTIONS with diagrams 

All this in a slim pack STORAGE 
BAG that fits neatly in any harness . 

Your release will always be where you 
need it - with your flying kit . 

H.G. Combo ... $80.00 
H.G. Aero tow ... $60.00 

Paraglider .. . $60.00 

Available from .. . 

Wingtech ..... ..... . (049) 499 222 
Airborne ... ..... .... (049) 499 199 
Dynamic Flight. ... (053) 492845 

:: " Eagle HGS .. ... .... (057) 551724 
South Coast HGS.(085) 563030 
ACT Paragliding ... (06) 2823612 

WI NGTECH 
S a il s f o r F li g ht 
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Dear Marie 

About a year and a half ago, my fiance and I purchased a new 
Edge Executive PHG. We are both very happy with our aircraft and· 
have made many "Flying Friends" to date. We read Skysailor cover to 
cover every issue, (as we do to every flying magazine we get) though 
it seems a bit dissapointing to see so little mentioned on Powered 
Hang Gliding in "our" publication. 

We are currently planning our fi rst BIG cross country flight to fly 
to the Great Evans Head Flyin (December 30-1 January) and then on 
to Fraser Island. Should be a fantastic trip! 

When we fi rst started our trainig, we were told that our 5000' 
legal ceiling would "soon be increased to 10,000"'1 Although this 
point did not seem to be very important when we started our training, 
we can now see where height can really be your friend! Particularly 
during cross ocuntry trips. 

We see that our "brothers" in hang gliding now enjoy the new 
10,000' ruling ... so what happened to us in PHG? Could you throw 
some light onto proceedings for us? We're to ld by fellow trikers that 
ours is the fastest growing sphere in ultralighting today. If this is so, 
why are we being overlooked?! 

Yours hopefully 
Rick and Wendy 

Editor's Note: Rick, with regard to the lack of PHG articles, it would 
appear that PHG pilots are too busy out there clocking up the hours 
and enjoying themselves to put pen to paper! I do publish any arti· 
cles that come in. Perhaps someone might like to come up with a 
Trike Tips ' corner or something like that? 

As for the 10,000 ft height limit, hang gliding has been granted this 
limit on the grounds of having to rely on thermals for their cross 
country flyillg. There are amendments to the flying orders pending for 
an increase in height (for PHG) but it will only be granted on the 
grounds of safety and with certain requirements such as VHF radio 
etc. 

Good luck with your flight to Evans Head. Hope to meet you there! 

Dear Marie 

At the invitation of the VHPA I attended, along with representa· 
tives from other Victorian Clubs, the HGFA AGM and Awards night 
held in Sydney. Attending the AGM gave me the opportunity to meet 
the board members, Ian Jarman, Craig Worth and yourself. Being 
involved with a club it is easy to become totally caught up in what the 
club is doing and lose sight of the broader picture. Attending the 
AGM and the awards night made me aware of what is happening in 
other aspects of the sport and how they affect paragliding. 

The awards night was great and it was good to see competitors 
and volunteers being acknowledged. I would like to acknowledge the 
VHPA for their contribution in improving communication amongst 
Victorian based clubs and the HGFA by inviting us to attend the 
HGFA AGM. Thanks also to those who organised the awards night. It 
was well worth the trip to Sydney and I' ll be trying to make it to next 
years. 

Rachael Bain, 
President Sky High Paragliding Club 0 

SKYSAILOR 
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**** ATTENTION ALL PILOTS **** 
Christmas is just around the corner, and why not select a gift from the wide range of 

HGFA merchandise, which includes our new Polo shirts and Rugby tops. 

Get in early to avoid the Christmas rush. 

@ $30.00 
@ $40.00 
@ $9.00 
@ $6.95 
@ $4.95 
@ $2.95 
@ $55.00 
@ $10.00 
@ $10.00 
@ $15.00 
@ $20.00 
@ $7.00 

@ $10.00 

@ $15.00 

@ $8.00 

HGFA MERCHANDISE 

Polo Shirt (Featuring HGFA Logo) White,Green & Navy (Sizes 16,18,20,22,24) 
Rugby Top (Featuirng HGFA Logo) Navy & Green (Sizes 16,18,20,22,24) 
Cap with HGFA colour logo Red, Blue or Navy 
Leather Key Ring - Metal with colour enamel logo 
Metal lapel badge with colour enamel logo 
Embroided Sew-On badge (No Post & Packing) 
HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video 
HGFA Competitions Manual 
HGFA Towing Manual 
Beginning Coaching (Aust. Sports Comission) 
Better Coaching (Aust. Sports Commision) 
Topographic Maps (1 :000:000 or 1 :250:000 etc.Provide details separately) 

* HGFA Operations Manuals 

HGFA Ops Manual Binder * 
HGFA Log Book * 

* Replacement Prices only - ( These items are issued free with initial Full Membership) 
@ $3.00 POST AND PACKING (BULK ORDERS SENT C.O.D.) 

It), 



Australian Competitions 

1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge 

Has been extended to the end of 1995 to give both visiting and local 
pilots a better chance of achieving their best flights at Stanwell Park. 

Take the Challenge and complete your best out and return flight, or 
try for open distance along the IIIawarra Escarpment. Prizes include 
the Challenge Cup in Open Division, and prizes for novice and inter
mediate pilots as well. 

$5 entry fee to cover printing and other costs, $5 entry fee to Sydney 
Paragliding Club members or $20 for others. Includes complimentary 
club membership, map entry kit and documentation. 

Peter Bowyer. President Sydney ParagLiding CLub 

NSW State League 

November 25-26: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am 
December 16-17: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am 
(Newcastle Club Xmas party Saturday night) 
February 24-25: Meet at Freeman 's Waterhole at 9.30 am 
March 16-17: Meet at Manila at 9.30 am 

Entry fee for the entire 10 rounds will be $50 which will cover film 
processing and local map. Surplus funds will go to prize money. 

For further details , contact Steve Gilmour (Moyes 02 3875622), Mark 
Newland (Enterprise 042 942052) and Rick Duncan (AirBorne 049 
499199). 

1995 Womens Flyin 

24-26 November 1995 inclusive 

Venue: Mt Buffalo & Kiewa Valley Vic 

Contact Kaylee Mackenzie phone 057501059 
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................................... 
1995 Womens Paragliding Open 

Venue & dates: As for Womens Hang Gliding Open 

It has been suggested by a few women that they would like to partici
pate in a Womens Paragliding Open, however we need further expres
sions of interest so that the viability of such a competition can be 
determined. If you would like to participate either as an organiser or 
competitor please ring Kaylee Mackenzie on 057 501059 . 

............................................ . 
Victorian Alpine Open 1995 (Paragliding) 

Open and Extended 

Venue: Bright 

Dates: Open - 2-5 December, 5 Dec. Presentation & BBQ 
Extended - 2-9 December, 10 Dec lay day & presentation 

Cost: Open $60; Extended $145. Does not include transport or 
retrieve 

Sanction: HGFA Open - C, Extended - A 
Scoring: HGFA 
Capacity: 80 pilots 

OfficiaLs: Heather Stricek - Meet Director; Brian Webb -
Organisation 

Information pack & registration: Victorian Alpine Open, PO Box 3, 
Bright 3741. Tel 057 551753, fax 057 501153, email 
l00352.530@compuserve 

1995 Rainbow Beach Competition 

Dates: 27-29 December 

This annual competition caters for all levels of competition but places 
particular emphasis on introducing novice pilots to the joys of compe
tition. Contact Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or Cathy Edmunds 074 
463421 

Kiewa Valley Flyin 

28 December to 3 January 1996, inclusive. All footlaunched 
jlexwings welcome. 

Especially for those pilots who had planned for the Bogong Cup at its 
usual time and don't want to fly at the Flatlands. 

Information and registration evening December 27th. Meetings each 
morning at 9.30 am to decide on the day's flying and to organise cars . 

Several of the sites are intermediate rating, or novice with advanced 
rating supervision. Gundowring launch which is a 1500' novice site 
may also be used. Novice and intermediate pilots need to bring along 
their log books. All pilots must have inland footlaunch experience. 

Daily prizes for good launches , good flights, good landings, good 
sporting deeds. Prize for best substantial flight of the week (photos 
required). Club and Team prizes as well. 

A great opportunity for schools to give some of their customers some 
advanced flying. 

Activities organised if inclement weather; walking, mountain biking 
etc. Evening activities as well. 

Entry fee: $15. Maximum of 40 pilots. 

Send 10: Kiewa Valley Flyin , 18 Tawonga Cres, Mt Beauty 3699. 
Enquiries Jeanette McLaren or Dermot Meaney 057 544910. 

1996 Hay Australian Nationals 

28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 inclusive 
Registration and practice 27 December. 

Entry fee $150 if received by 30 November 1995, $ 165 thereafter. 
Note: prizes will be awarded to AA, A, Band C grades as per 
Jerry Gems' letter, April Skysailor. 

Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. It is the 
pilots' responsibility to organise themselves into a team. The maxi
mum capacity of the tow paddock is 42 teams. Open to all pilots with 
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tow endorsements and Australian Federation membership. Camera 
essential (databack optional). GPS will be permitted. Entry fee 
includes information booklet, first film and developing and presenta
tion party. Our aim is a break-even budget. Any prize money will be 
due to greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from 
budget estimates. 

Registration and enquiries to: "1996 Hay Nationals ", Western 
Victorian Hang Gliding Club (Secretary), Meg Bailey, RMB 236B, 
Trawalla 3373. Please include your address, phone no., glider no. (if 
sti ll on from other comps) and other team members. 

For further information phone/fax 053 492845. 

1996 Bogong Cup 

Australia's premier alpine hang gliding event 

6-14 january 1996 inclusive (Registration day Friday 5 January) 

Included in Entry fee: Chance to win great cash & prizes; quality T
shirt; mobile goal team; presentation dinner (Jan 14); paramedics on
site; all Officials paid; 2 films; map; famous novelty prizes. 

The competition will be offered in the following grades: OpeniA 
grade, AA grade (open to pilots ranked 21-50 on the National ladder, 
with quality prizes to match!), B grade, C grade 

30 places reserved until October 31 for each of the following cate
gories: International pilots, NAA grade, B grade, C grade; thereafter, 
places allocated on receipt of entry fee. 

Note: due to large Womens Worlds contingent expected this year, 
we anticipate a record demand for places. Book now to avoid dis
appointment!! 

Entry fee : $160 

Send entry fee (chequelbank cheque/money order payable to Bogong 
Cup) together with name, postal address, contact phone no. and exist
ing glider ID number (if any) to: Bogong Cup Registrations C/- PO 
Box 308 Bright Vic 3741. 

Competition enquiries: Heather Stricek, phone 057 551503 (before 10 
pm!!). 

Accommodation enquiries: Mt . Beauty Accommodation and 
Information Centre phone 057 541267 

1996 Corryong Cup 

The Corryong Cup is on again and will be run by the lIIawarra Hang 
Gliding club for the 5th consecutive year. Last year 's flying was 
unbelievable with 5 days of nil wind and booming thermals. It proba
bly is a bit too much to hope for the same again, but you never know. 

Dates: Wednesday 17 - Sunday 21 January 1996 (with 17th being a 
fly-in fun day) 

Venue: Corryong, Victoria, using Mt Elliot and Mt Mittamatite sites 

Maximum entries: strictly 50 pi lots 

Entry fee: $45 which includes meal at presentation night and BBQ 
during competition and numerous prizes. Entry fee to be paid prior to 
7 days after confirmation of entry to ensure position. 

Requirements: Intermediate rating minimum with logged inland expe
rience, camera, altimeter, UHF radio, recently packed parachute and 
maps as requi red. 

Headquarters for the competition will be the Courthouse Hotel and 
there is a variety of caravan parks and camping grounds in the area, 
the most popu lar being the Mt Mittamatite Caravan Park. 

For enquiries and confirmation of positions telephone Glenn or Sue 
Connor (at a reasonable time), on 042 94370 I or 015 247394. 

Send competition fees to 13A Georges Road, Otford NSW 2508. 

1995 Womens Hang Gliding Open 

Due to popular demand the dates are now ... 17 - 22 january 1996 

In the tradition of previous Australian Womens Opens, pilots will gain 
competition experience in a friend ly, learning atmosphere. 

November 1995 

Venue: Mt Buvffalo area (Headquarters will be in Bright) 
Pilot requirements: Intermediate rating with inland launch experi
ence. 
Euqipment: radio, camera, parachute 
Categories: A, B, C grades with trophies and day prizes 
Registration: Sue Phillips, PO Box 710, Mt Ommaney Qld 4074 or 
email tim@eis.net.au 

Cost $40 

International pilots welcome. 

The Forbes Flatlands Pre-Pre-Worlds 1996 

16-23 january 1996 

The best trophies; the best competition; the best organisation; the 
best flying; the best weather; the best T-shirts; the best goal officials; 
the best scorer; YOU'D best be there! 

Accommodation (all are sponsors of the competition) 
Lake Forbes Motel 068 522922 
Vandenberg Hotel 068 522015 
Victoria Hotel 068 52 1269 
Albion Hotel 068 511881 
Forbes Apex Caravan Park 068 521929 
Lachlan View Caravan Park 068 521055 

Registration: 15 January 1996 at Vandenberg Hotel. Free films 
throughout the competition (excluding back-up films). Maps avai lable 
for sale including marked turnpoints and goals. 

Entry requirements: Data back camera, tow endorsement, minimum 4 
paid entries to reserve strip 

Entries: 'F1atties', PO Box 950 Nerang Qld 4211. $220 up to 
14111/95 thereafter $250 

Enquiries: Richard & Sue Nevins 07 55963600; Dave StaverlLinda 
Riggs 07 55453391 (up to 2811 0/95) 

FOR SALE 
Paragliding Equipment in Genuinely Pristine 
Condition. Owner retiring due to birth of 
daughter. 

$ 
2 • Apco Supra 33m ....................... 2,500 

• Apco Secura Harness .................... 450 
• Apco Hi-Vision Full Face Helmet ..... 40 

• 24 ft Pull Down Apex Reserve .... ... 450 

• 2X Sup Air Karabiners ............ .. ... ..... . 40 

• Flytec 3005 Variometer .................. 450 
• Flytec 3005 Variometer (back-up) .. 410 

• Icom Radio ................. ....... ... .... .. ... 300 
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Paragliding Flatlands, Hay 

Friday 26 January - Sunday 4 February 1996 

Location: Croidon Tow Paddock, Hay NSW. 

Entry requirements: UHF radio, recently re-packed reserve, data back 
camera, tow endorsement, HGFA membership, GPS permitted. 

Yes, it 's on again and the Hay Shire invites everyone back to this 
excellent flying area. The entry fee remains at $120 if received before 
January 10 and $150 thereafter. Information on all aspects of the Hay 
area and the comp will be forwarded to you upon receipt of your entry 
fee . 

January 26 will be official registration, practice day and opening cere
mony with the first day of competition being Saturday 27. 
Registrations can be sent to: Peter Champion, 45 Third Avenue, 
Willoughby NSW 2068 or phone Peter Champion on 02 9583227 for 
more information. 

Organise your team now and get ready to fly high and far. 

Venue: Bright 

1996 Australian Nationals & Pre 
Paragliding World Cup 

Dates: 28 February - 6 March 1996, 26 & 27 Feb practice days, 7 
March lay day & presentation 
Cost: $220. Does not include transport or retrieve 
Sanction: HGFA AAA; CIVL Category 2 
Scoring: HGFAlPWC. All competitors will be scored on both sys
tems 
Capacity: 80 pilots 
Officials: Heather Stricek, Meet Director, Brian Webb Organisation 
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Information pack & Registration: Australian Nationals / Pre PWC, 
PO Box 3, Bright Vic 3741 . Tel : 057 551753, fax 057 501153, email 
l00352.530@compuserve.com 

. ...•.........•..••.....•.•......••......•.. 
WA State Championships, Wongan Hills 

End February/early March 

Open to all pilots with cash prizes. For further information call Sam 
Blight 093363738 BH and 09 3397991 AH. 

1996 NSW Paragliding Open 
Manilla NW NSW 

9-16 March 1996 

First prize: GPS Garmin 45 ($800) 
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000 flying boots ($350) 
Third prize: EZY -EYES sunglasses ($80) 

Other prizes inc!. $1000 discount off any ADVANCE glider (transfer
able) for the best intermediate pilot. SKYWATCH windmeter, EZY
EYES sunglasses and T-shirts. 

Category: National Ladder 'A' grade 
Maximum entries: 75 

Entry f ee: $100 ($125 for late entries after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO to 
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753 . Entry fee 
includes posted info. pack, all films/processing and limited up hill 
transport. 

Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF 
radio, reserve, 1 :250,000 Natmap 'Manilla' SH 56-9 is recommended. 
Novice wind techs. are most welcome. 

For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax 
045721542. 

NSW Titles, Manilla 

Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996 

Open, B grade, Womens and possibly Masters. 
Entry fee $120 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of $15 
after 25 February 1996. 

Limited to 60 pilots maximum. Advanced rated or competent inter
mediate. UHF radio, repacked parachute & data back camera 
required. In association, the' Airborne Interclub Challenge' trophy 
will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle 
Club. 

Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill 
Olive, 42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049 21 3804 
wk. 

Canberra Paragliding Festival 

29th-31st March 1996 

A paragliding Festival to end the competition season!! 

Novice to Advanced pilots and friends welcome. Heaps of great 
prizes and giveaways. Free billeted accommodation for those who 
book early. Price includes food and parties for the whole weekend. 
Organised events in case of bad weather. 

Only fifty dollars f or a weekend of fun and entertainment. 

Proudly supported by Canberra Milk , The Southern Cross Club. 

For more information call Isobel on 015 625694. 

Overseas Competitions 

Nepal 50th Birthday Anniversary 
Hang gliding event 

20th-29th December 1995 
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Sports Development Nepal is planning a hang gliding program to 
mark the 50th birthday anniversary of His Majesty King Birendra Bir 
Bickram Shah on 29 December 1995. 

23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila, 
tel/fax: +342036222215 

The organisation is offering transportation, accommodation and meals 
during the program for 20-29 December 1995. 

Discussion are in progress for further WHGS to be held in France, 
Italy, Turkey and USA. 

For further information contact Nirmal Shrestha tel : 01 419946, fax 
01415222. 

PWCA Provisional Calendar 1996 

Caracas, Venezuela 
..........................................•.......... 
New Zealand Paragliding Nationals Queenstown 

6 - 13 January 1996 

17-25 February. III Abierto lnternacional de Parapente, tel: ++582 92 
5022191 6049, fax ++582 91 3035/6623580 

Feitre, Italy 

Entry fee: $180 includes comp transport, films, maps, party & heli 
lift. 

27 April - I May. Para e Delta Club Feltre, tel & fax ++39 439 81770 

Gresivaudan (Grenoble) France 
Contact: Simon Nighy 03 4425854, PO Box 824 Queenstown 7-12 May, sylvian Tyroche, fax ++3376083399 

Zillertal, Austria 
Norfolk Island Air Show 

22-23 April 1996 

25-30 June. Monika Eberharter, tel ++43 52822281, fax ++43 5282 
228180 

Grindelwald, Switzerland 
Norfolk 's first airshow is part of a week of activities and entertain
ment to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF. All types of 
aircraft are welcome and some transportation is available. (See 
October issue for full details) 

3-7 July. The Secretary, Sportzentrum, tel ++ 41 3653 1212, fax 
++41 36533088 

Granada, Spain 

Contact Air Show Director Allan Taylor on 06 2886311 or fax 06 
2880830. 

15-20 July. Club de Parapente Draco, tel ++ 34 58 488560, fax ++34 
58488726 

Chamonix, France 

World Hang Gliding Series 
27 Aug - I Sep. Yves Mollier, tel ++33 5055 5281, fax ++33 5054 
5295 0 

8-14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Salvador 
Mogas, Barcelona 23; tel +34 3210 7752, fax +34 35682903 

16-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas, Granada; 
tel +34 58 488560, fax +34 58 488726 

1996 Australian Nationals 
Update 

Hay, New South Wales 
28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 

For all the non-believers who think Hay is going to be the same as last year, read this 
and get yourselves ready for an almighty competition!' 

Reports from local pilots is that the tow paddock has knee-high green (yes I said 
GREEN) grass and the flying has been awesome. Over the past two months thermals have 
been kicking in for some, great long-distance flying days. 

This year Headquarters will be based at The Hay Community Building. This was cho
sen because of the park, BBQ areas, sporting facilities and playground areas available for 
everyone to use. The notice board will host an abundant list of activities such as canoeing, 
horse riding, tennis etc. and child care facilities. If there's time you can always take the 
opportunity to have a dip in the swimming pool (which is free of charge) and there's plenty 
of shade to get out of the great Aussie sun! 

A foreign language directory has been compiled for our international visitors to the 
compo A list of local 's who can speak a foreign language will be posted on the notice board. 
This will aid in case of an accident where we will be able to communicate easily over the 
radio etc. 

As everyone knows, Hay does not have distinctive landmarks visible from the air -
some of the local farmers are identifying their properties by laying out white painted tyres 
in the name of their property. By doing this pilots can radio their crew and give the name of 
the property nearest to them as a reference. 

And if all that's not enough, wait until you experience a great New Year's Eve party in 
Hay, Australia!!!!! 

See you all there. 

For further information contact Meg Bailey, Secretary, Western Victorian Hang Gliding 
Club, RMB 236B, Trawalla, Vic, 3373, Phone/Fax +61 53492845. 

November 1995 

BRIGHT POWERED 

lIANG GLIDING 
- TTJIt.e Pilots ban Mort F\&Trlkf PIIDfsB.n MDr. F\m.TrIke 

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN 
at the 

Porepunkah Airfield 
only 3 hrs North East of Melboume 

All Year Round Teaching 
Nothing But the Best! 

Trike Pilots have 

MORE FUN! 
BRIGHT POWERED lIANG GLIDING 

The Only Place to Learn. 

Greg & Rosemary Withers 
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741 

Ph (057) 501 555 
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C
ongratulations to the many volunteers 
and competition pilots recognised at 
the recent HGFA Awards night in 

Sydney. The night was a great success; the 
venue left a little to be desired but neverthe
less a great time was had by all. 

Highlight of the night was Paul Mollison 
receiving HGFA Life Membership as a token 
of thanks for the many years of vol-
unteer work he has selflessly given 

Weak Links 

I have been alarmed to find some pilots 
over here not using weak links when static 
line car towing. 

This is an extremely dangerous 
practice. 

Some instructors prefer not to use a weak 
link when training students during first low 
tows due to the danger of the student apply
ing too high a nose attitude at low level and 
causing the weak link to break with the nose 
high . This is appropriate - though as there is 
no weak link, the instructor must be continu
ally watching the student with a release at the 
car end of the rope at the ready should it be 
needed . 

Not to use weak links during all other 
towing operations is not only dangerous, but 
could lead to serious legal implications in the 
event of an accident. As the operation is out
side HGFA recommendations (and accepted 
safety standards world wide), those condon
ing such a practice, whether an instructor or 
cl ub members, could be held liable for dam
ages or injury as the result of an accident. 

I have also seen pilots using 
weak links which activate the release 
on breaking. These systems are not 
recommended as they can be unreli-

our association. No one person has 
contributed as much as Paul in the 
development of the HGFA . He not 
only has been instrumental in devel
oping competition scoring systems 
and rules which have gained interna
tional respect, but also in many other 
areas of HGFA administration, 
including our current Operations 
Manual, the HGFA Development 
Plan and the HGFA database and 
computer systems. Thanks again 
Mollo - please understand this does-

B\l law \lOU must cover the cost 
of repair or replacement of bor
rowed or hired equipment. 

able. There is a possibility that the 
release might fail following a weak 
link break, leading to a potentially 
dangerous situation. 

String releases are also not rec
ommended as they can twist up very 
easily and fail to operate. 

n't mean your future assistance is not 
welcome!! 

I am writing this report from West 
Australia. This state has some fantastic flying 
on offer, with many friendly pilots. Thanks to 
the clubs for the welcomes they have off~red 
me. As inland hills are few in the southern 
areas of the West, most of the cross country 
flying is off the tow line, providing good flat
lands flying. In general the West is a land of 
plenty, with many employment opportunities 
and beautiful countryside. 

Weak links are essential in any fonn of 
towing. 

Weak links are necessary for several rea
sons: 

The weak link will break befol"e the glid
er reaches a critical attitude on encoun
tering a strong gust or thermal ; or partic
ularly in a lockout situation. 

In the event of a release failure the pilot 
may have to rely on the weak link break
ing to allow separation from the line 
before excessive loads are placed on the 
glider. 

UVEX 

Should a 
lockout at 
low level 
occur, the 
high tow 
forces 
placed on 
the release 
can cause it 
to fail ; the 
ensuing 
high speed 
dive into 
the ground 
if a weak 
link is not 
used could 
I ead to seri-
0us injury. 
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The helmet comp pilots wear. 

The world's lightest full face 
helmet, designed for your 

comfort and safety. 

It's the best money can buy. 

Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL 

Phone 075 463021 

Towing Signals 

Those of you that tow regularly 
have no doubt seen instances where 
the top rope of the release bridle 
snags on the helmet, or is inadver
tently left under an arm during take-

off. To minimise the likelihood of this hap
pening, the West Australian pilots have 
adopted an added call to the pre-launch 
sequence. After calling "Take up tension" 
and prior to "Go, Go, Go", the pilot uses the 
call "Bridle is free". This triggers a last 
minute visual check of the bridle, thus ensur
ing it is correctly located . 

Some pilots are also using "Wings are 
level" as an added pre-launch prompt to level 
the glider. 

I suggest that tow pilots consider adopt
ing these calls as they definitely reduce tow 
launch problems. 

Lending or Hiring Equipment 

I always thought it was a "gentleman's 
agreement" that if you borrowed something 
and you broke it, you had to pay to restore it 
to the condition it was in when it was bor
rowed. On behalf of a pilot who lent his air
craft to his mate who wrote it off on landing, 
I sought legal advice on this matter from 
Kieran Tapsell , our never-tiring honorary 
solicitor. 

By law you must cover the cost of repair 
or replacement of borrowed or hired equip
ment. This always applies - if you borrow 
your neighbours lawn mower and it happens 
to blow up while you are using it - you must 
pay to fix it. 
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The only " gentleman's agreement" you 
can have is if the lender or hirer agrees to 
foot the bill for you in the event of damage. 
This certainly puts a new light on manufac
turers ' "demo" days! 

Parachute Stowage 

Several reports of accidental parachute 
deployments have come in , all from hang 
glider pilots who luckily suffered no injury 
on landing. Care must be taken when stow
ing the parachute to ensure it is stowed 
securely, with any velcro and pin/cable 
deployment systems appropriately posi
tioned . A careful check of the parachute to 
ensUl'e its security should be part of tbe 
regular pre-night check. 

One of the reports received details how 
the parachute bridle was apparently slightly 
loose prior to launch and was slowly pulled 
from the deployment bag during flight. 
Eventually the parachute was dragged out the 
side of the stowage department by the drag 
on the bridle. This sounds as though one of 
the sides of the stowage compartment may 
have been missed being located during 
stowage. 

Operations on Fraser Island 

NSW pilot, David Ferreira, has sent me a 
letter and photograph showing a Cessna 
operating from the beach at Fraser Island -
one must wonder how this can be condoned 
when hang gliding cannot be! 

Accidents 

No 1 

Pilot: 
holder 
Aircraft: 
Pilot Injury: 

Intermediate Certificate 

Intermediate hang glider 
Minor brui ses and 
scratches 

Aircraft Damage: Torn sail , two leading 
edges & two uprights 
broken 

Weather 
Conditions: 

Site: 
Nil wind 
Inland site 

Description: The pilot did not get suffi
cient flying speed during the launch run and , 
on reaching the end of the launch , " pushed 
out" in an attempt to get airborne. The glider 
stalled , dropped a wing and turned back into 
the face of the hill. The pilot was saved from 
more serious injury by " pushing out" before 
impact and letting the glider take the brunt of 
impact. 

Comments: The pilot may have been 
able to " get away with" the slow launch run 
had he lowered the attitude of the wing rather 
than raising it. Glider control at launch is as 
important as a good run! - you must have 
both . 

No 2 

Pilot Expedence: Intermediate Pilot 
Certificate 

Aircraft: Paraglider 
Pilot Injury: Nil 
Aircraft Damage: Broken speed system 

November 1995 

Weather 
Conditions: 

Site: 
Steady 15 knots wind 
Coastal site 

Description: The pilot was crossing a 
gap in the coastal ridge, it is a tricky cross
ing, though he had accomplished it many 
times before and considered it routine. At the 
halfway mark with plenty of height, the wind 
dropped to half strength and swung, leaving 
the pilot pushing a cross/head wind . The 
pilot noticed the change in effective glide but 
believing that his height was sufficient, con
tinued on rather than landing in the car park 
below. He headed for the lower cliffs in front 
of the ridge and arrived with around 30'. 
Finding no lift available and forbidding large 
boulders below, a quick 1800 turn was made 
to attempt a landing on a small patch of 
beach , the pilot found himself heading down
wind over the beach and heading for similar 
rocks at the other end of the beach, with an 
added tailwind component and no time to 
turn back. Just prior to hitting the rocks the 
speed system caught on a rock and stopped 
the glider, lowering the pilot gently onto the 
rocks. 

Comments: The pilot was lucky to avoid 
serious injury. The speed system lines were 
broken in the process (this required 300 kg of 
force) and without them taking the energy 
from the pilot and glider, a tailwind landing 
on large boulders was inevitable. 

In the words of the pilot: "Don' t fall into 
the trap: it always worked before, it will 
work again. Do not pursue your goal if 
everything says ABORT!! Land while it is 
sti II safe and do not stretch your fl ight to the 
point of no options." 

N03 

Pilot Expe"ience: Advanced Pilot 
Certificate 

Aircraft: Advanced hang glider 
Pilot Injury: Nil 
Aircraft Damage: Lost in ocean 
Weather 
Conditions: 

Site: 
8-10 knots sea breeze 
Coastal site 

Description: Soaring a coastal ridge 
(300 ') with a headwind push around a point 
to a larger section of ridge (600 '), the pilot 
underestimated the head wind push and did 
not make it around the point, landing in the 
water, managed to get out of harness and 
swam ashore safely, lost harness and glider. 

Comments: This report is similar to 
three others received in the last year from the 
same site. The site is the Booti Booti ridge, 
Pacific Palms NSW and has claimed many 
gliders over the years. Pilots should talk to 
the local club (Great Lakes HGC) before fly
ing this site and gain advice on crossing the 
gap to the higher ridge - if the wind is north 
it may not be possible to safely cross . 

Please refer again to the closing com
ments of the previous report . 

Fly safely, 

Craig Worth 0 
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(COM 
SALEI 

FREE 
BATTERY I 

It doe5n't happen very 
often. for a 5hort time 
the tCOM factory 15 of
feri~ an unpellevapte 
ponu5 if you puy a new 

tCOM GX radio. 

Buy one GX and 
you will receive not 
one but two (2) 
12v h~h power 
patterie6 ! Buy 2 
radlo5 and receive 
4 batterie5 II A 
great frvIe ponU5 
worth pig $$$'5. 

The GX i5 Iight-year5 ahead of all 
other UHF raai05. It'5 Smaller. 
lighter. & come5 with more fea
ture5 than all previou5 tCOM radi-
05. F~EE Selcall paging i5 in-
5talled. All GX'5 purcha5ed are 
al50 covered I1y the new ICOM two 
(2) year guarantee. Limited offer. 

DON,.. MISS OUT !! 

ICOM GX ONL Y •. $ 585 
with ~O ni-cad battery pack5! 

Protective 50ft cover ca5e $27 
ICOM ulltralight head5et $115 

FInger flwft;chefl alflo avalla"le. 

Or~er j,y phone/fax or mall wI1;h your 
credit card. Chectue or COD .1&0 OK. 
AN5E1T NEXT DAve DELlVEJCY .16 

All price. ctu~ tax exempt. 

• ULTRALIGHT FLYING 
I MACHINES 
I po BOX 182. 
• NTH BALWYN. VIC. 3104 

I (03) 9431 - 2131 
• 24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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8 18 coming ... 

• cc •••• rl ••• re .f the highest qu.lity m.teri.ls for 
y.ur •• f., .nd perform.nce. 

MOYE"S XJRIME • Extremely comfortable 
• Streamlined • Single main suspension • Low drag 
• Curved aluminium backplate • Even support 
• Suspension slider rod • Steel carabiner • Vest style 
front entry • Front or side mounted chute • Head up or 
down adjustable limiting rope • 3 large internal storage 
pockets • Adjustable soft shoulder pads • Camera & 
radio pocket • Leather reinforced boot skid • External 
side storage pocket • Retractable open & closing zipper 
pulls • Continous webbing • Pocket for drinking system 

• Custom made • 13 colours • 

MOYES FLEX • Comfortable · Aluminium 
spreader bars for even support • Front entry vest-style 
• Easy rotation from prone to upright position • Loads of 
storage • Camera & radio pockets • External side storage 
pocket • Continous webbing • Steel carabiner • Custom 

made • 13 colours • 

VARIOS 
• Flytec 3005 and 3020 
• Flytec 3030 - including PC software 

• Ball MI9E 
I
Z • Arai Designs Flight Tangent - with 
III new final glide calculator 

II! A I ~!! ~~o~he~s ~!: ~::n~ ~5~ & 80 MPH 

IIIIIIii • Hall Brothers Paragliding - 50 KPH 

-

• JDCElectronic ASI Skywatch Wind 
- available in MPH or KPH calibration for hang 
gliding or paragliding 

OTHER 
• Avocet Altimeter watch 
• Silva Compass 70UN 

• Garmin 45 GPS 
• GME radios 
• Eggler headsets 
• Flytec Meteo Station Electronic Barometer 

PARACHUTES 
• High Energy Sports Quantum Series - 3 sizes, 

330, 440 and 550 tandem 

• High Energy Sports HES - 2 sizes, 20 gore 
and 22 gore 

• Metamorfosi 
HELMETS 

• Moyes Paracond - 4 sizes S, M, L and XL 
• lbargoyen Moyes helmet - 3 sizes S, M, L 

• Uvex - 6 sizes XS, S, M, L, XL and XXL 
GLASSES 

• Ol' Eagle Eyes - plain, single vision or bi-focal 
WHEELS 

• Hall Brothers Control Bar Protectors 
to suit l'/s" basebar ta CARABINERS 

... • Stubai Steel locking with 5000 kg breaking strain 

T-SHIRTS 
• Moyes T-Shirts - with short or long sleeves or 

fI1IIIii collared in sizes 18, 20 or 22 
.. FLIGHT GEAR 

• Moyes Flying Jacket - available as pullover 
or zippered in sizes S, M or L 

• Moyes Pacer Flying Suit - S, M or L 
• Moyes Racer Flying Suit - S, M or L 
• Moyes Hats - one size fits all 
• Moyes Speed Arms - sizes S, M or L 
• Moyes Embroidered Badge 

DENNIS PAGEN 
• Hang Gliding Training Manual 
• Understanding the Sky 
• Performance Flying 

O · Walking on Air - Paragliding 
PETER CHENEY 

• Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots 

OTHER ACCESSORIES • Moyes Windsocks - in 3 sizes • Camelbak Drinking System 
• Moyes Hand and Map fairings • Bailey/Moyes Tow release • Hook knife 

For further information please contact your local dealer or the Moyes factory. 

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 23874472 
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Community Attitudes - Implications for 
potential or continued participation. 

This report is compiled using data from 
the HGFA Short Term Membership Survey 
and results from an AGB McNair study into 
Community Atti tudes to Skydiving commis
sioned by the Australian Parachute 
Federation. The market research undertaken 
by McNair used hang gliding as a compara
tive activity throughout their study and hence 
provides valuable insights into community 
interest in our sports. Many thanks to David 
Smith (NED) of the APF for providing 
the HGFA with a copy of this research 
and APF's summary. 

A total of 172 responses were avail
able from the STM Survey for analysis. 
A copy of the survey questionnaire and 
data entry guide are included at the end 
of this report. 

Sport Access/Exposure 
From the STM survey the most 

effective initial point of contact for new 
members is through friends involved in the 
sport. This aspect was not researched by 
McNair. 

Motivators 

"On site" observation of the activity is 
the next most important motivator although 
TV is not far behind according to our survey. 
If we combine "public displays & events" 
and "saw flying" the interest generated is 
equivalent to that of TV. However the 
McNair report indicates that for Skydiving 
the " live" activity simply over shadows all 
other forms of sport exposure in generating 

interest. (See APF graph 1 and pie chart 
below) 

The implications here are that we should 
work hard to protect flying in major metro
politan areas ensuring easy access for spec
tators and even provide competition or other 
events to specifically attract spectators. We 
should improve our public display involve
ment, although CAS A seem to be working 

...... Hang gliding's potential 
market is nearly 3 million 
people! 

against us here. It may be worth noting that 
since the baseball strike in the USA, Air 
shows have become the number one specta
tor event. 

Magazine/newspaper articles at 12% 
response do seem to be of significant value. 
Advertising (including yellow pages) was 
offered as a source of interest but I suspect 
that this is misleading as initial interest had 
to be generated prior to looking at or for the 
advertisement. The "always interested" 
response indicates that less than 10% of cur
rent participators held a long term motivation 
to fly hang gliders. Without discovering what 

Sport Access 
from the HGFA STM Survey 

Other (5.23 
TV (19.19%) 

Interest (6 .98%) 

Advert (8.1 4%) 

Magazine (12.79%) 

November 1995 

Friends (29 .07%) 

Saw flying (1 8.60%) 

Com -, PI ed by Executive 0 -/rector: 
'an Jarman ' 

ini-
tiated that desire little can be deduced 
except that for over 90% of participants 
recent exposure to the sport via friends, 
observation or media was sufficient for them 
to give it a go. 

General Exposure 

The McNair study indicated that 85% of 
people had seen skydiving on TV with 67% 

having seen it on TV in the past 12 
months. It is highly unlikely that hang 
gliding sports have received the same 
degree of total TV exposure. 49% of 
people had seen skydiving "live" with 
the majority of this being at a sporting 
events. A reasonable number had also 
seen it at an air show or other type of 
show. Once again it is hard to imagine 
hang gliding gaining that degree of 
mass exposure. 

On the other hand hang gliding 
probably gains greater outside exposure as a 
general recreation activity. Public access to 
sites and the sustained nature of soaring 
especially on coastal sites or sites near towns 
would bring our sports into public view far 
more than skydiving or parachuting. This 
perhaps indicates an opportunity for future 
promotion. 

It is evident that specific strategies will 
need to be adopted along with allocation of 
sufficient resources if we are to convert this 
potential interest or awareness of the sport 
into participation. 

Interest 

The McNair report indicates that one in 
five (20% of population) are interested in 
participating in hang gliding. Skydiving gets 
an identical response. That is a total poten
tial market of 2,950,000 people_ The 
McNair graph on the geographic distribution 
of that market (APF graph 2) for skydiving 
should be reasonably consistent for hang 
gliding sports. 

By comparison the "people interested" 
was 46% of all people over 14 years for 
snow skiing and 35% expressing interest in 
scuba diving. 
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Interested Vs Tried 
Conversion: Skiing 60% HG 10% 

Bunjee jump 

Skydiving 
f§] 

The following information is 
for skydiving but should serve as 
a reasonable guide. 

The main deterrent to hang 
gliding-skydiving is the percep
tion that it is associated with dan
ger. 

Scuba diving 
% Tried 

Four in ten people (43%) are 
not interested as they feel it is too 
dangerous with just under 2 in 10 
(17%) not interested because they 
might get killed or hurt. (1'1 

% Interest The following table illustrates 
the reasons why people are not 
interested. 

Snow Skiing 

Hang gliding 

o 10 20 30 40 50 

Participation 

As a sport we face a very big challenge 
in getting those interested to participate even 
on a one time basis. Skiing does well with 
28% of all people having a go. 12% have had 
a go at scuba diving. Skydiving has attracted 
3% to give it a go with hang gliding achiev
ing a 2% result. 

The questions therefore are; What hap
pened to the other 18% that expressed inter
est in our sport? Why did they not give it a 
try? 

If even only one quarter of all interested 
people in the community had the opportunity 
to have one go at our sports for say $75.00, 
the amount injected into our sporting com
munity would be $55,312,500.00. If the fed
eration were to take $5 as a STM fee for each 
of those it would earn $3,687,500.00. The 
implications for membership fees and unit 
insurance costs should be quite obvious. 

The graph above indicates how effective
ly the sports surveyed have converted gener
al community interest into actual participa
tion . Unfortunately hang glidi ng has the 
worst conversion ratio at 10% traili lH' both 
skydiving and bungce lu mping at 15'71- . Even 
Scuba with a 34'r. convcrslOn IS a long \\,1) 

behind thc 600; L'l.nversion IOtO ,IL' ual ,ICIIVI 
ty for skiing. 

As identified in prevIOus year· thc chal
lenge doesn ' t stop with just getlin!' people to 
have a go. Once started we have to work fair
ly hard to keep them although thc STM sur
vey indicates that all but two of the 172 
respondents would stay with the sport. 

Why aren't more than 20% of the popula
tion interested? 

Of the 77% of the population that 
expressed no interest in hang gliding or sky
diving it is perhaps important to know why 
they would not attempt such activi ties. 

16 

Reason % 

Too dangerous 43 

Too old 22 

Might get killed or hurt 17 

Scared of heights/don't like heights 15 

Does not interest me/Other sports/ 
activities more appealing II 

Too expensive 7 

Scared/frightened 4 

Health or medical problems would 
not allow 2 

No time/too busy/never had opportunity 2 

Other 3 

Don' t know 4 

It is also interesting to note that from the 
McNair study a quarter of those that have 
participated in skydiving are not interested in 
continuing because it is too dangerous with 
just under 18% stating the reason as they 
might get killed or hurt. A further 17% or 
those who have participated woul d not con
tinue as they feel they are too old. (It should 
he ILd th,iI actual participant numhers sur
\ ey.:d W,IS ,lOly S111,11I 'lOd hence these parliL
II uP resp(lns~s should h~ sc~n as ,lllIiL,llI VC). 

Trailling 
W th ,) S'l \I lIr\~} 1~,p(lnJ Its Illd 

l ,tl I' t.lt the '.1 IlLIf(J ,I tr lIung th,'\ 
rClll\llJ \~,IS ~ III 'lit and ~1 IOdlcatlllg 
Vuv ('lOL' \W ~an assume that our IOs tlll C
tllrs ,lIld schullis arc operatlOg to the standard 
rC411lred. 

We had 15 indicate a "good" standard of 
instruction with 3 "fair" , I "poor" and I 
" very poor" wi th 3 not indicating. 

Some of the remarks accompanyi ng the 
lower standard responses included; .... 

disorganised, not enough theory or 
IOstruction/briefing or could be more 
thorough, instructor rude or yelled at 

students or too many accidents/not safe 
enough. 

Of the 172 respondents 26 indicated that 
they had other aviation licences/certificates 
which would suggest that our training sys
tems and instructors were of an acceptable 
standard when compared to other aviation 
training. 

The female involvement (where indicat
ed) was 15 out of 170 or approx 8.8% which 
is above our full membership proportion and 
reflects an increase in female participation 
this past year. 

The trainees ranged in age from 16 to 70 
years old with an average of 33.8 yrs which 
is once again consistent with our full mem
bership statistics although trending slightly 
younger than last year. The McNair report 
found that interest in our sports was highest 
amongst males in the 18- 39 years bracket. 

Safety 

As the McNair study found many people 
were not interested due to their view that the 
sport was too dangerous and that these per
ceptions are likely to be based on historical 
incidents, anecdotal reports and negative 
media presentations based on accidents etc, it 
is important that this perception is turned 
around. 

The first place to begin such image 
improvement is in the training environment. 

It is disappointing to see that 28 of the 
group had accidents with 15 sustaining 
injuries as a result. This indicates that about 
I in 6 students will have an accident of some 
sort whilst undergoing training. This is a 
slight improvement over last years figures. 
However the resulting ratio of major injuries 
to minor injuries has improved quite consid
erably going from 36% of accidents last year 
to 26% in total for survey period. There were 
no reported major injuries in this survey for 
the past 12 months. 

Of the 15 injuries reported 9 were of a 
minor nature (bruises, sprains etc) but with
out the corresponding accident details we can 
draw no concl usion as to whether these were 
Iud. \ to bc limited to a minor nature rollow
:'1 \ potentl allv had '.l'4uLn,·c of event, or 
POI. 

Iltal lour major InJurics were reported in 
11ll' , 1Irvcy la, t year (brokcn bones , severe 
1.\1 L1ations L' tC) is most concerning and sup
I'llih \ll ll1C ligures of several years ago that 
about 5% of participants will suffer serious 
IOjury or worse. The fact that this happens 
under superVision in a training environment 
does indicate we have somc way to go in 
developing appropriate training programs 
and methods . It is hard to dispel the percep
tions that the sport is dangerous and that par
ticipants run a real risk or being hurt or killed 
when this is in fact the casco 

SKYSAILOR 



The most alarming fact to emerge is 
that WA experienced 16 of the 28 acci
dents and II of the 15 resulting in injury. 
There is perhaps some statistical bias in 
that WA instructors use the Short Term 
Membership system more than Eastern 
states, however it would be in HGAWA 
and the WA instructors interest to very 
carefully review these reports. 

Equipment 

However it is not all bad news as 
only two respondents indicated they 
would not be continuing with the sport(s) and 
for the reason of costs and time involved not 
due to safety issues. 

52% of respondents had already pur
chased equipment (aircraft) compared to 
60% last year which perhaps reflects the 
influence of a tight economy and increased 
returns from PHG students. 

Total equipment purchased was 53 hang 
gliders,27 paragliders and 9 Microlights. 

Membership trends and statistics 

The most reassuring aspect of the above 
statistics is the organisations ability to main
tain a better than 8% annual growth rate. In 
fact growth in the past year was over 9.6%. 

The chart top next column indicates a 
very steady growth trend which now appears 
quite sustainable with 4-5 years of similar 
performance. This should further enhance 
financial and other forward planning reliabil
ity. 

Membership growth 91-95 

.Nallon al 

However, this growth performance has 
not been consistent across all regions. 

(It should be noted that the figures for 
this year for Nth-NSW and Sth-Qld are dis
torted by Byron Bay Club returning to Nth
NSW to take advantage of the $10 million 
insurance provided by NSWHGA.) 

fiable change in the number of members 
participating in each class of operation. 
The proportional change indicates that 
both Weightshift Microlights and 
paragJiders are attracting new partici
pants at a greater rate than hang gJiding. 
While all are growing, it is the rate of 
growth that is most indicative of our 
changing organisation. 

Hang gliding (class 1) only achieved 
a growth rate of 1.7% with paragliding 
at 25.9% and WM at 25% growth far 
outstripping our more traditional opera-

tions this past year. 

This change in the "makeup" and possi
ble loyalties of the membership needs to be 
very carefully considered in planning fot the 
coming years. 

Membership by Region 91-95: 
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WA & NTH- Trikes and Paragliders 
HGFA MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS QLD have each 

The pie charts indicate how the ratio of 
AS AT JUNE 30 1991-1995 

seen a 20% leap 
in membership hang gliders to paragJiders and trike pilots 

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 whilst ACT & has changed from about 1 in 5 members fly-

VPM'S (Yr Total) 235 289 Nth-NSW -STH- ing either trikes or paragJiders in 1991 to 

STM 'S (Total not upgraded) 97 71 116 QLD after per- nearly 2 in 5 or 38% of all members flying 
forming well in wings other than just hang gliders in 1995. 

TRAINEE MEMBERS 1158 860 813 past years have It is also of interest tbat the number of 
SUBSCRIPTION ETC 42 50 82 60 49 each dropped to trike and paraglider certificate holders is very 
HANG GLIDER 1671 1825 1967 1982 2016 just above 3% similar now. However, it must be remem-

PARAGLIDER 288 312 390 505 636 
growth for this bered that many members are multiple cer-
year. The other tificate holders. Trikes on the HGFA Register 

PHG 143 224 336 480 600 states or regions now number 275 in total, with 45 under CAO 
REGIONS have performed 95.10 and 230 registered as CAO 95.32 air-

WA 134 192 214 250 301 fairly close to the craft. 

SA 127 133 145 171 187 
national rate with 

Visiting Pilots the exception of 
VI C 427 536 604 663 740 Tas which experi- Referring back to the initial table of sta-
TAS 21 29 26 27 35 enced a 29% tistics it can be seen that our Visiting Pilot 

STH-NSW 308 377 421 441 499 growth rate. This numbers are bound to continue to increase as 

41 73 83 90 93 
can probably be we move from the Womens Worlds this sea-

ACT attributed to the son toward the World Championships at 
NTH-NSW 392 450 483 499 *583 training per- Forbes in 1998. An improved VPM form and 
STH-QLD 236 324 345 389 *333 formed by Dave issue process is in the works to try and 

NTH-QLD 97 128 145 152 183 Adams last year. streamline the system and hopefully improve 

OTHERS 42 55 82 77 72 Over the visitor acceptance of this requirement. 

charted period 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP 1825 2297 2548 2759 3026 there is an identi-

November 1995 17 



Tra i nee Memberships 1994·95 
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As indicated in the 1995 Survey report 
this is an area of great concern. With poten
tial markets far greater than we realised, the 
HGFA shou ld be proactive in promoting 
introductory training flights whilst at the 
same time ensuring that these first time par
ticipants take some form of cheap member
ship with the HGFA. This should serve to 
assist struggling instructors whilst giving the 
HGFA access to an increasing "interested" 
mailing list and an increase in membership 
income that does not rely upon increasing 
existing membership fees. 

It may be worth considering a single 
day/flight membership fee of say $5 . This 

Trainee Memberships 
Trainee Memberships 

The chart above depicting monthly 
returns for this past year indicates the expect
ed peak of training activity in mid summer. 
Instructors might well note that both 
December and February, although probably 
as reliable from a weather perspective as 
other summer months suffer from their adja
cency to the Christmas holiday period. These 

dips would indicate that the public 
direct spending toward Christmas con
sumables in December whilst February 
probably suffers from a lack of dispos
able income following holiday 
splurges. Concentrating promotional 
activities on Nov, March and April 
would seem good marketing sense. 

The Sydney Microlight Centre is Sydney's closest 
approved microlight training facility, located at 
Wollongong Airport, south of Sydney on the F6. 

Learn to fly at our fully eM licensed airport and avoid 
hours spent travelling to distant country airstrips. 

THE SYDNEY MICROLIGHT CENTRE 
Trial Instruction flights and flight training 

available seven days a week (weather pennitting). 

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor) 

Telephone: 

(042) 941 031 (office) 018603 009 (airfield) 
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Declining 
Trainee 
Memberships 

Although 
don't have the fig
ures for 91- 92, if 
my memory can 
be trusted we had 
about 1300 for 
that year. The 
graph opposite 
shows a continu
ing downward 
trend . 

It is unclear 
why this form of 
membership is 
declining. A pos
sible answer may 
lie in the fact that 
hang gliding 
schools are the 
traditional users of 
this system and 
with the decline in 
hang gliding 
growth so too is 
there a decline in 
trainee member
ships. 

1200 1I·· .. " .. • .. · ...... --·-·~·· · .. • ............ •• .... ••· .. .... ................... .... , 

1100 

1000 

900 

800 

700 

600 

500 

400 

would be attached to all tandem and TIF 
operations as well as single day introductory 
lessons. The administration of such a system 
would need to be very simple for the instruc
tors but could also be used for short term vis
iting pilots. Say $5 per day or $15 for 10 
days. This income would then be applied to 
cover increases in insurance premiums 
allowing us to keep passenger carrying and 
instructor PI costs at current levels. 

It is still a mystery that while overall 
membership is increasing Trainee 
Membership is decreasing at a far greater 
rate. It is important to identify why and 
where this decline is occurring. Thi s task 
should become a priority for the board during 
the coming months. 0 
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AGE NO . 1 02/10/95 
N A TIONAL LA DD ER AS " AT APRIL 1995 

--- ------------------ - ------- - ---... ,.. • .:_ ... _---_ .... ::=="' '''' - - - ... _--- -

Prey 
pilots Comp 1 Comp 2 comp 3 comp 4 Camp 5 Total Posn Po.sn Grde 

NEWLAND Ha r k FlAT95 
485.1 

GTLMOUR Stephen FLAT95 
434 . "I 

TULLOCH Geoff FLAT9:' 
423.2 

COOPER Drew FLAT94 
4 2 7 . 3 

BLENKINSOP Steve F'LAT9S 
441 . 0 

MOYES Stephen Ft.A.T95 
46"1 • ., 

ZUPANC Micheal SE094 
315 . S 

KOLTKAHP Rohan FLAT94 
394 . 5 

ADAMS Dave FLAT95 
389 . 5 

IIEANEY Grant FLAT9~ 

420 . 0 
STAVER David FLAT94 

364 . 3 
BEPLA.TE JU(I;tin FLAT9~ 

451 . 8 
REBBECKI Joe l FLAT9~ 

415.5 
HCLOSKEY David FLAT94 

381. 5 
DURAND John FLAT94 

359 . 8 
ROTT~ Don FLAT94 

320.2 
OIJNCAN Ru •• ell FLAT94 

400 . 3 
GANDERTON Jenny FLAT94 

34'1 . 1 
l<AHBAS Georve OPEN94 

288.0 
PATON Len FLAT94 

364 . 9 
OSBORNE H.llc01m FLAT95 

436 . 8 
CHADWICJ< Brad FLAT94 

316 . 1 
HOOD Pete r FLAT94 

290 . 1 
MURDOCK Paul FLAT95 

298 . 5 
DEAVIS Alan OPEN93 

253.9 
BECK phil SEQ94 

368 . 2 
NOUO Toni Ft.A.T95 

269 . '1 
OOSS£TOR G..:, Cf FLAT95 

336 . 5 
HEANEY TOVl! FLAT95 

4 2 1 . 8 
FRANKLIN Da ~ ryl ~'LAT9S 

349 . 1 

FLAT94 OPEN94 
449.6 3 7S.6 
rLAT94 BCUP95 
411.8 395 . 7 
FLAT94 5£094 
409 . 9 401 . 4 
FLAT9~ SF-094 
409 . 9 398.3 
BCUP95 OPEN94 
3"13 . 9 366 . 8 
FLAT94 BCUP95 
405 . 9 3501.9 
BCUP94 FLAT95 
356 . 6 355.0 
FLAT95 OPEN94 
390 . 2 340.1 

BCUP95 
34~ . " 
SEQ94 
349 . 8 
8CUP95 
356.6 
OPEN9. 
331 . 3 
FlAT94 
359.4 
FLAT93 
34 6. 8 
FLAT94 
325 . 9 
FLAT93 
305 . 9 

1944.4 

1891 . 8 

1895.3 

1875.9 

1733 . 2 

1 '114 . 8 

FLAT94 eCUP95 BCUP94 
366 . 6 334 . 6 32 3.8 

SI&094 
342 . 0 
BCUP94 
34"1.4 
SEQ93 
316.6 
FLAT93 
329.1 
BCUP94 
338.2 
SEQ94 
291 . 6 
FLAT93 
320 . 2 
BCUP95 
283 . 6 
FLAT93 
295 . 3 

1109.9 

FLAT9. 
393 . 2 
FLAT95 
362 . 8 
SE094 
370 . 6 
OPEN94 
305.6 

BCUP9 5 FLAT93 BCHP93 1638 . 3 
299.0 288 . 4 23"1 .7 
FLAT93 SE094 BCUP9 5 1628.6 
306 . 5 303 . 1 291 . 9 
FLAT 9 4 
352 . 6 
BCU P 95 
289 . 6 

FLAT95 BCUP9 5 
280 . 7 267.1 
SEQ94 FLAT9!1 
324 . 2 258 . 4 
OPEN93 FLAT93 
269.4 268.4 
FLAT9!1 FLAT93 
3~5.4 30"1.9 

8CUP94 ENG9 2 1611. 5 
2 78 . 7 151.8 
FLAT94 8 CHP 9 4 1485. '1 
26"1 . 2 207 . 8 
OPEN94 FLAT93 1 3 84 . 0 
233.4 221.3 
FLAT93 8CUP94 1361 . 1 
218.9 199 . 8 
FLAT9!S BCUP94 1359.5 
252 . 9 248.6 
OPEN93 wA94 1344 . 6 
14,2 . 7 138 . 3 
FLAT93 BCHP94 1313.3 
235.1 210 . 4 
OPEN93 BCUP93 1304.9 
242 . 8 240 . 0 
OPEN94 SCUP94 1292.1 
226 . 0 197 . 6 

1262.8 

10 

11 

1 2 

1 3 

,. 

16 

J. 
19 

20 

2J 

FLA.T9~ 

261 . 3 
FLAT93 
273.3 
FLAT9S 
263 . 7 
FLAT94 
362 . ~ 
BCUP95 
253.9 
OPEN94 
255.3 

BCUP94 
2 ~9 . 4 
BcuP95 
260 . 8 
FLAT93 
239 . 9 
FLAT93 
243.4 
FLAT9~ 
249 . 9 
FLAT9!1 
253 . 6 

SE09 3 
2 20 . 1 
O P EN9 .. 
244 . 2 
SE094 
249 . 4 
OPEN94 
229 . 9 
FLAT93 
244 . 9 
SEQ 9 3 
1950 . 0 
S E09 3 
22 0 . 1 
t· LJ\T93 
204.2 
BCUP 94 
12 6. 6 
S EQ 93 
203 . 2 

BCUP94 1255 . 6 22 
} 91. 7 

ecUP95 eCUP94 
286.2 254.1 
FLAT9 S SE094 
248.9 246 . 5 
FLAT93 OPEN94 
267 . 5 23"1 . 8 
FLAT94 OPEN9'" 
267 . 8 2 55.0 
BCUP95 BCUP93 
315 .3 205 . 9 
BCUP95 FLAT94 
280. 0 2 69.2 
f'LAT 9 4 FLAT 9 3 
256 . 1 230 .9 

BcuP94 1246 . 1 
190 . 3 
ENG92 1240 . 4 
112 . 9 
FLAT94 1234 . 9 
240 . 7 
5E092 1231 . 3 
162 .0 
DCUP9 S 1226 . 9 
2111.3 
VOPN9~ 1 2 14. 0 
1:'2 . 1 
SEQ93 1201.9 
104 . 2 
BCUP9 3 1200.2 
160.9 

23 

2' 
2 5 

26 

27 

2. 
29 

30 

10 

1 2 

4. 
41 

2. 

11 

11 

13 

16 

15 

,. 
25 

.4 

35 

33 

19 

23 

51 

.8 

.7 
27 
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Pilots Camp 1 Camp 2 comp 3 Comp 4 Camp 5 
Prev 

Total Posn Posn c;.rde 

MACRAe Col 1. n 

T E LFORD 8n' nt 

R!:DMAN Da·Jt.; 

UI BDERD Ro b 

M:P.CDONALD Chris 

DOCHERTY Craig 

REES I a n 

HE n 'E R Dic k 

FUoCERI GU :: y 

CROAL David 

SA..'·~GSTER Trevor 

ROSS He l en 

HUBBARD Guy 

KOHR Gcaham 

DUNCAN S hane 

(,RITCHARD Phi1l 

CHADW IC K Sarah 

DUNCAN Ric!:y 

M:P.CLEOD Glen 

BRISTOW Hick 

HI LL Ke n 

CASSAR Ray 

S UMMONS Hacry 

DUL L Neva 

Coor1B&R Kraig 

BRADEN Ca rl 

TOOGOOD Adam 

PROS!) £R Stua r t 

WORTH C ra i g 

aF.VAA Col 

FLAT9. FLAT95 FlAT93 BCHP94 BCHP93 1187 . 4 
34. 7 .!t 2!11.9 227.5 186 . 3 114 .2 
FLAT95 FLAT94 SE094 DCHP94 SA95 1171.4 
339.9 319 . 4 19"7 . 9 165 . 4 148 . 8 
SE094 f"LAT93 5E09 2 £NG9 2 O PEN9 3 1164 . 4 
322 . 9 316.4 18 6.3 1 76 .5 162 .4 
5EQ93 BCUP94 S£09 2 OPEN93 £NG9 2 1163.9 
306 . 9 252 .5 217 .1 203 .9 183. 5 
FLAT 95 FLAT94 SEQ94 FLAT 9 3 SEQ93 1132.3 
292.1 291.3 221.'1 189 . 9 141.9 
FLAT94 BCUP94 n.AT93 OPEN'93 BCUP93 1128 . 7 
311.6 230.4 22 9 . 0 1 66 . 0 131.7 
FLAT93 FLAT9 5 FLAT94 BCHP94 BCHP 93 1121. 0 
275 . 9 26""L 7 2 29 . '1 190 . 0 156 .9 
FLAT94 BCUP93 Fl.AT93 FLAT9 5 SE094 1108 . 3 
294 . 0 233.0 232 . 5 1 84 . 1 174 . " 
FLAT93 BCUP93 FLAT95 BCH~9 4 BCUP9~ 1106 . 8 
296 . 4 215 . 3 2 11.~ 20 9 . !) 184.1 

Jl 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

3 9 

FLAT94 FLAT93 FLAT9 5 OPE N94 OPEN 9 3 1091 . 6 '10 
315 . 4 241 . 2 22 7 . 9 154 . 3 l !1 2.B 
FLAT94 FLAT9S 8 CUP9'1 FLAT93 BCHP94 1050 . 3 
2 57 . 9 24S . 9 187 . 1 103 . 0 175 . 6 
FLAT93 FLAT94 S EQ94 BCUP93 OPEN93 1020 . 1 
2 50.0 220 . 3 219 . 3 188. 7 142 . 4 
FLAT950 FLAT94 FLAT9 3 
4 0 7 . 9 362.2 245.4 

1015 . 4 

FLAT95 FLAT94 FLAT93 SEQ93 S E09 4 1011 . 3 
254 . 3 252 . 5 190.8 165 . 7 149 . 0 
FLAT94 SEQ94 FLAT93 ENG92 
313 . 3 292 . 4 22 1.4 139 . 6 
FlAT95 SEQ92 ENG92 5£.093 
423.5 242.1 173 . 1 125.3 

966 . • , 

964 . 6 

FLAT94 FlAT95 OPEN94 BCUP95 BCUP94 946 . 3 
263 . 0 216.6 186 . '1 \ ·10 .·' 109.3 
S&094 FLAT94 O PEN94 
413 . 1 399. 1 111 . 9 
SE094 SEQ93 OPEN94 SEQ92 
337.0 256.9 194 . 4 1 33. 9 

924 . 7 

92 2. 2 

8CUP94 FLAT93 OPEN 9 3 FIAT94 S EQ93 886 . 1 
191. 6 194 . 8 194 .0 152. 5 141 . 2 
S £094 S EQ93 S EQ92 FLAT93 
2 6 0. 2 2 44 .9 2 1 9 .!> 1~6 . 6 

981. 2 

42 

'3 

'4 
45 

46 

48 

49 

5 0 

5J 

rt.A.T95 FLAT93 BCUP95 DCHP 9 4 VOPN 9 5 8 6 5 .6 5 2 
267.4 196 . 1 14 6.3 131 . '1 128 . 1 
FLAT94 t"LAT95 BCHP9 4 O PEN 93 VS P92 806 . 0 
251.6 2 0 4 . 3 180.0 100 . 2 6 1. 9 
FLAT94 5£093 SE0 94 OPEN94 FIJ\T95 904. 3 
246.0 180.4 129 ." 127 . 0 12 2 . 2 
FLAT95 BCUP95 Bc uP94 
348.5 308.4 121 . 0 
FLAT93 SEQ93 5EQ92 
286.8 280.0 216 . 1 

183 . 9 

182 . 9 

53 

54 

56 

Ft..AT94 FLAT95 FLAT93 BCHP94 BCUP 95 776 . 6 51 
18 6 . 0 l"J5.7 1 5S.S }:11.1 1 2 9. 0 
FLAT94 FLA.T9 3 Fl..A.T95 
206 . 7 262 . 5 2 19 . 8 

169.0 58 

BCUP93 OPt:N 93 7 6 6 . 7 5 . 
1 23 . 2 09.0 

39 

68 

2. 

20 

49 

21 

37 

30 

22 

29 

38 

32 

52 

'7 

36 

31 

13 

34 

7, 

43 

26 

70 

6, 

6 S 

14 

69 

53 

86 5 E09 4 OPEN94 5£093 
22 4 . 8 1 7 1.1 1~2.6 

FIAT9S e CUP95 SI::094 
330.0 1<01. 3 1 2 1. 7 

WA94 WA 93 1 51. 2 60 223 
11 6 . 5 4 1.7 
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Prev 
pilots Comp 1 Camp 2 Camp 3 Comp 4 camp 5 Total Posn Posn Grde 

GONSALVES Bernie SEQ94 SE093 5£092 

SCOTT Danny 

WATSON' Andy 

HALL Baden 

HARTIN Ricky 

276.0 173 . 5 139 . 1 
SEO,3 BCUP93 5£092 
223."1 129.2 126.8 
BCHP93 FLAT93 &CHP94 
206.0 176.8 141.6 
FLA.T94 FLAT93 8CHP94 
196.6 195.3 123 . '1 
FLAT~H OPEN94 FLAT93 
296.6 241.1 1'11.3 

SCHROEDER Phil FLAT94 BCUP95 SEQ94 

MOLLISON Paul 

REAY Kevin 

178.6 16"1 . 9 134 . 8 
FLAT94 FLAT95 FLAT93 
221.9 20l.0 182 . 1 
FLAT94 FLAT93 OPEN94 
229 . 0 149."1 147 . 0 

ROBERSTON Geoll FLAT95 FLAT93 BCUP94 
262 . 8 223 . 8 126.8 

REBBECHI Brian FLAT9 .. OPEN94 FLAT95 

DILLAN& Nick 

GERUS Gerry 

WEST Peter 

HOLT Greg 

DOCKING Harry 

O'OOWO Kick 

FINCH Pat 

SILVA Leith 

17'1 . ) 145.0 138 . 9 
FLAT95 FLAT94 S£Q94 
234 . 4 18~ . 2 154.1 
FLAT93 OPEN93 &NG92 
219 . 5 175 . 5 172.3 
nAT95 FLAT94 SEQ94 
256 . 1222 . 2 2 09 . 5 
FLAT95 FLAT94 BCKP94 
222 . 8 213 . 8 141.50 
FLAT94 FLAT93 FLAT95 
282. 4 210.9 179 . 7 
FLAT94 FLAT95 OPEN94 
321. 4 281. 4 51.1 
BCHP94 FLAT93 BCUP9S 
155.1 152 . 6 128 . 5 
FLAT~)4 FIAT93 SE093 
189.2 150.8 114.8 

ATKINSON Brett FLAT93 BCUP93 SEQ92 

KNIGItT Tony 
229.5 202 . 8 160 . 9 
SE094 SEQ93 BCUP93 
229.0 154.6 123 . 8 

NEVINS Richard FLAT94 S£094 SE093 

KELLEY Paul 

ClIMI'UN'GS lain 

BI£SKE Gordon 

209.9 133.3 122 . 50 
BCHP94 SA95 SA94 
191.8 169.5 151.4 
FLAT94 FLAT95 
326.4 316.3 
SE093 SE094 
276 . 1 2550 . 7 

SE092 
1 10 . 2 

8CUP93 VXCL93 
109 . 5 36 . '1 
BCUP94 
126.6 
sA95 
117 . 2 
FLAT9.5 
113 . ~ 

FLAT94 
123.0 
SA94 
82.4 

8CUP93 
93 . 8 

FLAT950 BCHP94 
114.0 109.4 
ENG92 

98 . 3 
BCUP93 FLAT95 
111.1 60 .5 
FLAT94 

83 . 8 
BCHP94 
118 . 1 
SE093 

61. 0 

BCUP93 
113 . 0 
8CUP9 5 
~ 6. 8 

BCUP93 VXCL9 3 
90 . 0 31. 6 

BCHP93 VOPN93 
"10 . 0 3l.6 

SA9~ 

113 . 9 
E'NG92 
101 . 6 
VXCL93 

54.2 
5£092 
100 . 3 
FLAT93 

94 . 6 
BCHP93 
131.8 

SA94 
106 . 0 
BCUP93 
100.9 

VXCL93 
37 . 9 

FLAT95 
94 . 8 

HANSEN Sue OPEN94 SEQ93 8 CUP93 SA94 BCHP94 

HILL Wes 

JACKSON 11J. ke 

147 . 4 144 . 6 
eCHP93 BCuP95 
161.8 152.3 
FLAT95 BCUP95 
298.5 2!t1. 3 

1 18 .:) IIS . 7 112.8 
8CHP94 BCUP94' BCUP93 
114 . 9 112 . 4 9'1.5 
SEQ94 

81 . 7 
DODSON Russell FLAT94 FLA.T93 BCHP93 BCUP93 VSP92 

228.1 193.2 144.8 42 . 3 26 . 1 
GILLIGAN Kevin BCUP950 BCUP93 OPEN93 ENG92 VXCL93 

192 . 1 111.4 1 2 l. 2 102 . 3 44 . 4 
S UGDEN Stuart FLAT95 BCUP95 5E094 wA94 

212.9 168.7 163 . 7 850.4 

PAGE NO . 4. 

"134 . 8 61 90 

729 .. 3 62 ~? 

'124 . 0 63 '18 

"122.9 64 60 

"109.0 65 50 

704 . 7 66 146 

"103 . 8 67 62 

69'1.3 68 66 

697 . 2 69 56 

692 . 9 10 94 

691.5 7 1 169 

688.9 72 42 

681 . 8 13 19 4 

697 . 7 14 140 

6"12 . 0 '15 101 

659 . 9 16 91 

656.7 77 124 

656.3 18 71 

641.4 79 46 

645.6 90 99 

6450 . 0 81 "1"1 

643.5 92 210 

642 . '1 93 157 

642 . 0 84 63 

639.0 85 93 

638.9 86 89 

637 . 5 81 

635 . 1 88 59 

631. 4 89 82 

630.1 90 301 

02/10/ 9 5 
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Pilots camp 1 Camp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 camp 5 
Prev 

Total Posn Posn Grde 

MCCREE Colin 

Al:TKEN Peter 

TRONE steve 

EBELING Peter 

DUNCAN Warwick 

PURCELL Trevor 

BEAR Noel 

BIERNAT Pete r 

RUG!: Rob 

HOLMES Andrew 

SE093 SEQ94 
174 .9 173 .9 
FLAT93 SEQ93 
268 . 4 191. 5 
BCHP94 FLAT93 
168.9 144 . 3 
FLAT93 FLAT94 
1"19.9 174 .7 
FLAT93 8CHP94 
208 . 50 202.3 
5£092 SEQ93 
213.4 19"1 . 3 

OPEN'9 3 VO PN95 ENG92 
98 . 6 95. ·' '18 . 3 

ENG92 
159 . ~ 
BCUP93 BCHP93 VOPN93 
140.8 110 . 9 51.5 
FLAT95 SEQ94 
14b.8 116 . 8 
BCHP93 VXCL93 VOPN94 
119 . 0 58 . 4 28.5 
5£094 
196 . 5 

621. 4 91 1 1 4 

619.4 92 40 

619 • • 93 88 

618.2 94 122 

615.7 95 6"1 

601.2 96 104 

Ft.A.T93 FLAT94 BCHP94 BCUP93 BCHP93 602 . 2 91 7 6 
155 . 0154 . 1102. 2 100 . 5 90 . 4 
FLAT95 BCUP95 601 . 2 98 
323 . 4 217 . 9 
BCUP94 OPEN94 BCUP93 VSP93 VSP92 5099 . 6 99 61 
186 . 9 168 . 3 10 9 . 3 82 . 9 51.2 
FLAT95 SCUP94 OPEN93 BCUP93 VXCL93 583.4 100' · 103 
192 . 3 131.3 11 5 . 6 111.2 33 . 0 

HEADWIND 
FLI~HT S'v'STEI'./IS 
g~~ E."..'!?'" 

SAILMAKING 
EXPERIENCED REPAIRS TO 

HANG GLIDER SAILS 
Liz Hird (066) 84 7 969 
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by Jerry Stipek 

W
e all like flying. Unfortunately, 
sometimes things do not go exact
ly as planed and we end up with a 

totally different actIVIty: bush walking or 
swimming, for instance. Landing in the 
water, needles to say, is a health hazard. But 
even such an innocent event like tripping on 
a beach landing and rolling in an ankle-deep 
puddle can be very painful - for your pocket. 

An average hang glider or paraglider 
pilot carries at least $1000 worth of elec
tronic equipment on him nowadays. 
These things do not need much salt to be 
rendered worthless; as little as a few 
drops of sea water and that often is it. 
I've seen enough of these: Our swim
ming pool serves as a regular "first aid" 
for canopies of those pilots, who "didn't 
quite make it" on the east coast. 
Unfortunately, by the time they arrive, it 
is far too late for their high tech gadgets. 
Knowing what to do after flooding your 
toys by that solution of sodium chloride can 
save you a fortune but not always. The little 
factor called luck is always needed here as 
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Specialising in all 
makes & models 

of 
hang glider sails 

Call Andrew 
018046865 

19 Tatura Ave 
North Gosford NSW 2250 

well. The actions described below are acts of 
desperation, but they are worthy of trying. 
Once the item has been in a salt water, there 
is very little left for you to spoil... 

The most important part just after the 
flooding is the speed by which you remove 
the batteries. Do not waste time by switching 
the gadget off. Not only is it useless (salt 
water is highly conductive and will bridge 
the contacts regardless), but you may even 

UOnce the item has been in 
a salt water, there is very 

little left for you to 
'I " SpOt .•• 

destroy the switch! And worse; if the case is 
almost watertight and there is a couple of 
minutes delay, the electrolytic process will 
fill it with an explosive mixture of hydrogen 
and oxygen. Your action will produce the 
third ingredient, a spark. The first objective 
is to REMOVE the batteries. In fact, you 
often have only a few seconds to perform 
this task and still have some chance of suc
cess. All the next effort will help only if you 
were fast enough with this primary task! 

The batteries safely out, take the unfortu
nate gadget and drop it unceremoniously in a 
bucket of fresh water. Leave it there for some 
15 minutes, stirring occasionally. Even if it 
doesn't help, at least you'll attract a crowd of 
spectators and you can charge some moder
ate fee for the show. Then you can relax a bit. 
Drive to the nearest petrol station and buy a 
couple of litres of distilled water, with which 
you replace the existing brine. 

From now on the treatment will vary for 
each different kind of equipment. Devices 
with some mechanical and optical compo
nents (cameras) shall be left in the water, the 
container filled to the top, made airtight and 
delivered ASAP to a specialised service 
facility. Look for people specialised in 
drowned equipment - they advertise in 
SCUBA diving magazines. A regular service 
technician might send you, well, somewhere 
else ... If the camera was a modern SLR (the 
past tense here is fully justified), don ' t both
er. Give it to your 3 year old. If you get a 
smile in return, smile too, you ' ve made a 
bargain! 

With radio gear, varios and similar you 
have a good chance even without profession
al help. Leave the items in the distilled water 

for about 2 hours and stir a few times. After 
that, put them briefly in methylated spirits, 
blow off with a low pressure compressed air 
and place them in an oven (not microwave!) 
heated to 60 C for about 4 hours. After cool
ing down, spray all switches, contacts, poten
tiometers and metal parts by a water displac
ing lubricating agent, like CRC2126. Keep 
this stuff well away from RF parts (especial
ly varicaps), pressure sensors and soft push 
buttons. It can cause some problems there. 
Now you are ready for the moment of the 
truth, in most cases everything will work like 
new! Often only a speaker, with a paper 
diaphragm, suffers and has to be replaced, 
otherwise it will sound like, well .. . my own 
radio. A very cheap experience indeed! If it 

doesn't work at all, see professionals. 

The rechargeable sealed battery packs 
need special attention too. Take the word 
"sealed" with reservation. They will posi
tively let the salt water in, SEALING it 
perfectly inside - hence the name. Such a 
pack will become a serious fire hazard 
and it will fail shortly, often with spectac
ular sound and light effects. To give you 
some idea what it can do, I can show you 
(for a small fee) my own radio. To elimi
nate this time-b<?mb factor, DIS
CHARGE THE PACK THOROUGH-

LY ASAP through a automotive globe or a 
similar load. Never shorten it.!!! Until it is 
completely flat, wear glasses and gloves as it 
can explode at any moment. Then break it 
open, wash and dry thoroughly in similar 
fashion as described above and glue it back 
together. If you do not want to bother with 
the above, GET RID OF IT! 

Beware: none of the drowned items is as 
good as it looks now: DO NOT FULLY 
TRUST THEM AGAIN! The most effec
tive, but highly unethical solution is to sell 
them quickly to an unsuspecting enthusiastic. 
If you want to keep them, replace all insulat
ed wires inside (usually, there are not many 
of them) within about a month. The salt 
water will have seeped under the insulation 
and there is no way of getting it out. After 
powering the gadget again, it will start eating 
the core at a surprising speed. The terminals 
or soldered ends will usually fall off within a 
few weeks... After the wires exchange you 
can expect almost the original reliability. 

Finally, for god's sake, do not fall for 
some much faster and simpler treatments, 
unless you want to make sure nobody will be 
able to fix your gear ever again! One of the 
recipes circulating here is, to wash the items 
in VINEGAR, which NEUTRALISES the 
see water! Mere spraying them with some 
moisture displacing agent is, at least, almost 
harmless, but equally useless. 

And the last advice: if you are being 
offered a second hand electronic device, look 
for the telltale greenish-blue deposits of cop
per- chloride around the positive terminals. If 
these are present, politely decline the offer, 
even if it looks like the deal of the century! 
o 
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by Spanish Joe 

The 1995 season of thermic con
ditions, which gave us so many dis
tance and speed records, is coming 
to an end again. As winter approach
es it is time to reflect on our season's 
performance - how we flew and the 
mistakes we made, what we did right 
and where we went wrong. It is 
important to do this with an open 
frame of mind, as only by analysing 
our performance objectively can we 
get it right next time. However, as 1 
have never been a top pilot, and 
never will be, I shall reflect on my 
role in the sport that I love. 

As General Secretary of the Paragliding 
World Cup Association and Vice-President 
of the World Hang Gliding Series, I am very 
involved in both disciplines of paragliding 
and hang gliding and see them as one sport. 
We fly from the same mountains, fly the 
same thermals and have the same aims to 
gain distance and speed. We share the same 
aims, fears, enthusiasm, frustrations and 
hopes for the ultimate flight. You only have 
to listen to pilots at goal - whether hang glid
ing or paragliding - the atmosphere is the 
same whatever machine you fly! 

On the other hand, I am surprised to still 
find , on both sides, much ignorance and prej
udice concerning the other discipline. This 
year, one hang glider pilot told me flying 
paragliders is like playing Pinochio, manipu
lating a puppet with a set of strings. "How 
can you seriously fly, sitting as if you were 
on the toilet, pulling the chain!". Such pilots 
are really surprised to hear Xavier Remond 
flew 241 km in central Spain. At the 
Piedrahita PWC, 50 pilots completed a 
declared goal of 141 km out-and-return and 
31 made a 169 straight race-to-goal, the 
fastest speed averaging over 40 kmlh. 

I could understand this prejudice if it 
only came from hang glider pilots. After all, 
they now have to share sites and thermals 
that they once had all to themselves, with no 
worry of overcrowding. Any prestige or 
attention they might have earned is now 
directed to the younger, more popular sport 
of paragliding. However, there were some 
problems with the sailplane pilots' attitude 
when hang gliding first developed so you 
would think hang glider pilots would be 
more understanding. Paraglider pilots too 
seem to have prejudices against hang gliding. 
I am sometimes discriminated against 
because I am involved with hang gliding. 
Young pilots discuss with me such topics as 
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the future of the sport and the development 
of tasks; they will listen carefully until I 
mention that hang gliding also had the same 
problems. Then their attitude completely 
changes and they stop listening. It reminds 
me of teenagers who have just discovered 
sex - they find it hard to accept that their own 

1111111 l1li 11-- .1 IB ... 
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parents have already done it about 4 to 7 
thousand times and are still doing it. 

During this year, I have been to several 
hang gliding and paragliding competitions, 
and there seems to be no sign of change of 
attitude. There are very few competitions that 
accommodate both disciplines, such as the 
Bleriot Cup (France v. Britain) and Bassano. 
My suggestion for the future is to have truly 
international events, fully integrating the 2 
disciplines, such as European championships 
or World Cups that run contests for both. 
This may be an additional attraction to media 
and the public, bringing more prestige and 
recognition to the events, but more impor-

-~~;c--

KYWISE 
POWERED HANG GLIDING 
PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING 
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS. 

Come fly with us, your training 
won't cost you the earth! 

We spend most of our time above it. 

Z'e S~I 
For the lowest prices on 
al l your TRIKING needs 

AIRBORNE & ROTA)( SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCOMS, 
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENANa 

CALL LUKE CARMODY c.r.1. 
02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771 

ASK ABour OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLIGHTS 

tantly would bring pilots together, promote 
understanding and cooperation, which would 
mutually benefit the development of both. 

We have a few pilots that have bridged 
the gap between the two disciplines: John 
Pendry, ex-World Champion in hang gliding 
has become a respected pilot in paragliding; 
Robbie Whittall developed sldlls learned 
from hang gliding to be World Champion in 
both; Judy Leden has also excelled in 
paragliding after gaining the Women's World 
Champion title in hang gliding. Many o~her 
pilots compete in both disciplines without 
considering giving one up eg Chris Muller 
(Canadian Champion) and Domen Slana 
(Slovenia). They prove that we are part of a 
single sport - it is only the flying machine 
that changes. We are brothers in flight! 0 

Pilots of both disciplines sharing the air at a Victorian site - photo Yuri Danilovich 
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Competition News 

Eungella 95 

1 Drew Cooper XTL 164 
2 Warwick Gill XTL 164 
3 Michael Jackson XTL 164 
4 Chris Charters XTL 137 
5 Jamie Cannon Elite 

Moyes Xtralite Results 
US Nationals 95 

1 
6 
7 

Tomas Suchanek 
Tammy Bucar 
Steve Gilmour 

6454 
5943 
5890 
5457 
5412 

XTL 147 
XTL 137 
XTL 147 

Help Wanted 

I have a simple invention for a combination wind
vane anemometer which someone might be able to help 
me build, since I have no workshop. It 's an unattended, 
remote mounted wind ~peed and direction transmitter that 
can be scratch built for free , is super simple in construc
tion and is solar or wind powered. 

If you are interested in helping, and have some sim
ple mechanical and electronic skills and tools, please let 
me know. 

Chris Drake, North Sydney, phone 02 9966 1995. 

.•...................•.........................•.•••.•••• 
Entries Up For 5th Womens World Championship 

Preliminary entries for the 5th Womens World Hang Gliding 
Championships to be held in Bright, Victoria (Australia) from Jan 26-
Feb 10 1996, indicate a considerable increase in interest since the 4th 
Womens Worlds held in the USA. 

Initial registrations have been received from 13 nations and the 
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is expecting a field of around 60 
of the Worlds ' top female pilots to compete for both the individual 
and teams medals. 

World Aerobatics 95, Telluride USA, September 

With assistance from Tourism Victoria and the Australian Sports 
Commission the organisers are hoping that this event will raise gener
al community awareness of the sport of gliding and especially raise 
the profile of our female pilots and competitors. The HGFA is com
mitted to increasing the level of female participation at all levels of 
the hang gliding sports. 

Aaron Swepston XTL 137 

'95 Nippon Masters, August 

1 Yoshikatu Tonomura Xtralite 137 
3 Eiichi Tanaka Xtralite 137 
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Australia placed 4th in the teams event at the last Womens Worlds 
and are hopeful of a medal on their home turf, although France, 
Switzerland, the USA and Great Britain are expected to field very 

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute 

The HGR 20 
Check out these features: 
1. Weighs only 2.5 kgs 

2. Totally Australian made 

3. Manufactured in S.E. Queensland 

4. 24 hour hot line seven days a week 

5. Always in stock for immediate delivery 

6. Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting 

7. Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes 

8. Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation 
approved parachute Rigger "B" 

9. Free owner's manual with every parachute 

1 O. Other models and sizes available 

Proudly manufactured by: 

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd 
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178 

Ph/Fax: 07 3934409 
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strong teams. The individual 
Gold, (Annelise Muller, 
Switzerland) Silver (Kari 
Castl~, USA) and Bronze (Katia 
Schmitt, France) medallists have 
all indicated that they will be in 
Australia this summer to defend 
their titles . 

HGFA, Tumut NSW 

News Release 

The Hall airspeed manufac
turing company of the USA have 
been around as long as hang 
gliding has. The Hall brothers 
have tirelessly been producing 
sliding disk airspeed indicators 
for hang glider, paraglider and 
trike pilots for many years. 

Although a simple system 
when compared to all the elec
tronic gizzmos available, the 
Hall airspeed indicators have 
proven to be more reliable, 
accurate and more reasonably 
priced than all other airspeed 

GeojJCraig launching in a cotton/arm at Biloela. Photo by Ian Craig 

indicator types. 

The only small disadvantage of the Hall has been its calibration in 
only kph or mph . As a result of demand from Australia the Hall is 
now available in a 0-70 knots range! When flight maps are calibrated 
in nautical miles, and aircraft (particularly trikes) come with their 
operational specifications defined in knots , these new ASIs are a great 
innovation. 

The new Hall 0-70 kts ASI are priced at $34 ea and are avail
able from Ultralight Flying Machines in Melbourne along with 
the standard paraglider Hall ASI (Small Hall) and custom mount
ing brackets for both trikes and hang gliders. 

New Product Report 

The "TALON" harness series from AIR SUPPORT 

A new paraglider harness series is available from Air Support. 
So what is different about it? It is the first of a new concept devel
oped by Support. The concept involves an internal "swinging 
vest" connected at the top to the inside of the normal harness 
body. 

The "swinging vest" was developed as an answer to the prob
lem that many harnesses have of the shoulder straps being 
attached direct to the webbing structures near the carabinas out in 
front of the pilot, thereby the straps tend to slide ofT the pilot's 
shoulders (or at least, are not secure on the pilots body). This 
design can also cause excessive pressure on the pilot's shoulders -
partly by the geometry of the design but also from the elastic 
shoulder strap retainers often featured . 

The TALON' S design means that during launch, the only 
loading on your shoulders is the weight of the harness as there is 
no tight pre-adjustment of straps or elastic shoulder strap retention 
pulling down on the shoulders. This also means there is no load 
on the shoulders in flight. The comfort alone means less pilot 
fatigue and more enjoyable flying . 

The design of the TALON harness allows the shoulder straps 
to remain firm on the pilot 's shoulders during all flight, launch 
and landing sequences. No in-flight adjustment of straps is neces
sary once seated in the flight position as the swinging vest design 
moves with the body much the same as your clothing does when 
changing from sitting to standing. This, together with the vest, 
gives excellent security and a feeling of safety for the pilot. 
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The TALON incorporates the use of adjustable Stubai "click" 
buckles for their security and ease of operation. Standard features are 
a reserve chute container, plenty of storage with 2 back and 2 side 
pockets, large ballast pouch , ballast dump , speed system pulleys, 
speed bar retention system for take off, detachable cross straps· and 

Mountain Cross Country 
Adventure 

Due to popular demand Silent Flight is organising a 
non-towing adventure for early in 1996. 

Commencing on Sunday 3/3/96 and ending on Saturday 9/3/96 this 

seven day hang gliding event is one not to be missed. 

We will travel to places that have hosted prestigious competitions 
such as the World and Australian Championships. As with all 
fantastic hang gliding sites height gains of IO,OOOft and distances of 
IOOkm are not uncommon. 

All inclusive. this Mountain Adventure has: 

7 days flying 
All lifts up hills 
All retrieval 
Accommodation 

Breakfast, lunch and dinner 
Experienced instructor on hand 
Tips on cross country flying 
Test flights 

And much much more 

Areas to be explored will include: Mount Buffalo, Mount Beauty, 
Corryong and Tumut. 

At Silent Flight we specialise in helping pilots get the most out of their flying. 
Whether you are Novice,Intermediate or Advanced, experience the thrill of flying 
high over post card scenery and bring back memories that will never be forgotten. 

Call Silent Flight and book in for the time of your life. 

Your hosts for the Mountain adventure are Tove and Granl Heaney. Yes, hane elldln& Is our business. 

Call Tove on (06) 294 1466 
As wllh all our courses and lours book early as places are filling fasl 

Call for more information. 
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carabinas. The backplate is a carbonlkevlar composite with 38 mm 
high density EVA foam. 

The TALON is offered in three versions: first is the top of the 
line model with the Stubai click buckles and patterned webbing. 

Then, to save on cost for those who wish it, is the 1ALON STAN
DARD #1, which uses regular 2" black webbing instead of expensive 
patterned webbing, and the 1ALON STANDARD #2 which uses the 
black webbing and standard paraglider insertion clasps for buckles 
instead of the stylish but expensive adjustable Stubai click buckles. 

The TALON series is Australian designed and made, as are the 
other Paraglider harnesses available from Air Support: the Mach 1 (an 
advanced model), and the "Paraglider Integral", a basic trainer model. 

Feel free to ring me with any questions or for brochures. Contact 
Forrest on 02 4502674, 018 273552 

Tangent Flight Computer 

Made by Chris Arai of Arai Designs USA, the Tangent Flight 
computer brings the full speed-to-fly theory to the world of hang glid
ing and paragliding in the most comprehensive yet easily comprehen
sible fonn. The Tangent consists of a sensitive total energy compen
sated audio vario with multiple averagers, altimeter, airspeed indica
tor, an audio/visual "speed director" and a final glide calculator. 

The Tangent Flight Computer offers sailplane flight computer 
capabilities at hang gliding variometer prices and has been three years 
in development. The Tangent Flight Computer implements the full 
speed-to-fly theory. It calculates the speed-to-fly based on head/tail 
wind, expected next climb rate and the glider's polar. The polar is 
adjusted for pilot weight and ballast, as well as for changes due to 
altitude. 

Another feature is the final glide calculator. Based on the distance 
to goal and the climb strength of your last thermal, the Tangent will 

tell you when to leave in order to make goal in the least amount of 
time. Input distance to goal , head/tail wind , average climb rate and the 
Tangent indicates when to go on final. 

The Tangent Flight Computer will be available in three models: 

For more information contact the Australian agent, Moyes Delta 
Gliders on 02 3875622 or fax 02 3874472. 

UP&AWAY News 

New flying products being released are: 

Vision XS for the 40-60 kg pilots; 

The high performance Kendo XC completes the UP range; 

The Charp a new competition glider replaces the Kendo Comp 
and will be soon in Australia. 

A new powerpack, the Whisper has a 3 blade propeller, low noise, 
20 horse power, 45 kg thrust with a climb rate 600 ftlmn. 

Air Rocket System for reserve parachutes with a I second open
ing time. DHV certified . 

The Qantas Story 

Focus Publishing and Qantas Australia proudly announce the 
launch of their latest book, " ... from the dawn of aviation. The Qantas 
Story". Written by leading aviation writer and journalist John 
Stackhouse, the book chronicles the history of Qantas from the early 
days of Australian aviation to the present. 

The book is a hard-cover, coffee table style book with over 190 
colour and sepia photographs, some so rare they have never been 
reproduced before. The book is written in an anecdotal fashion , mak
ing it fascinating reading. 

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS & MICROLIGHTS 
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Chilled out down south? Proprietor, stan Roy , , 26 years as 
Come have a flying holiday with us Hang .Glldlng Instructor 

Senior PHG Instructor 
on Queensland's beautiful Sunshine Ph: 074459185 or 018 986796 
Coast, 1 hour north of Brisbane 

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL or Quantum 
Hangared trikes and briefing room at Cooloola 
Sports Airport 
Camping, cabins, motels, 24 hour food 

Sales: Pegasus and Quantum 

Very reasonable rates 

Accessories and parts: pods, trike covers, soft 
sides, map holders, windsocks, bar mitts. 
Assistance for 95 .1 0 builders. 

* 
* 

Hang gliding: Novice & extension courses 

Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime 

* Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch 
* Aero tow courses using slow XL tug 
* Foot launch, dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch. 
* Coastal and inland flying 

* Punters/Jelly flyers : Special conversion course 

• Fly those shallow and restricted take ofts that elude you 

• Cross country flights that you dream of 

• Solve your penetration problems 

• Don't stagnate - extend yourself! 
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The book is being offered for purchase at a special, pre-publica
tion price of just $39.95 plus postage and handling. It will be avail
able in retail shops from mid-November at the recommended retail 
price of $49.95. 

For further details contact Celia Donovan on 02 327477. 

FA! Petitions ICAO Assembly Over Belarus Balloon 
Incident 

The Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), the world 's 
governing body for air sport, has delivered an urgent appeal to the 
Assembly of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), 
which was gathered in Montreal, asking it to take action to ensure 
that there can be no repetition of the recent Belarus balloon incident. 

On 12 September 1995, a gas balloon representing the Virgin 
Islands in the Coupe Gordon Bennett international balloon race was 
shot down by a Belarussian military helicopter near the town of 
Beryoza, with the loss of the lives of the two pilots on board, Mr. 
Alan Fraenckel and Mr. John Stuart-Jervis, both US citizens. 
According to the Belarus authorities, the shooting down was ordered 
by Major-General Kostenko, Commander of the Air Defence Troops. 
It was a deliberate act, not a tragic mistake. 

Following this deplorable incident, the Belarus Government 
issued misleading statements, which the FAI immediately repudiated . 
In particular, the FAI produced evidence to show that the Belarus Air 
Traffic Control authorities were aware of the balloon 's origins and 
intentions, even if this information had not been communicated to the 
military authorities. The Polish Defence Minister, Zbigniew Okonski, 
confirmed in public that the balloon had clearance from both the 
Polish and Belarussian sides to cross the common border. 

Furthermore, the FAI also produced evidence strongly refuting 
the suggestion that the pilots might have been unconscious, following 
a sudden climb to 8000 metres, the Belarussian explanation for their 
claimed lack of response to signals. 

The 1995 Gordon Bennett Race should have been remembered 
chiefly for the truly exceptional flights made, one of which beat (by 
almost 50%) a world duration record dating back to 1939. 

Instead, it will be remembered , sadly, as the race in which Alan 
Fraenckel and John Stuart-Jervis were shot down . 

The FAI will continue to campaign and exert pressure to ensure 
that the skies throughout the world are safe for peaceful sport aviation 
activity. Several teams are currently preparing for attempts at non
stop round-the-world balloon flights. Flights such as these are chal
lenging enough without the pilots having to contend with the fear of 
being shot down. 

Paragliding World Cup Final St Andre, 

4-10 September 1995 

The 1995 PWC Sl ~on rcac hcd an exciti ng conclusion in the 
Frcneh Alps. as ,Ir j lion. Thc wcalhcr may not have cooperated 
\\llh th~ oceasillll hu I 1111 allowed two good races to Dormillouse. 
I r:lIlCt: ,'In he \cr\ 11"01 It. 'lfChnstophl! MOllgin (F - Nova), who won 
r lth tasks. Tht: tir t \ met h\ a proll:;st from several pi lots that it 
sho uld bt: cam:cllLd ht:cllIsc :l thunderstorm thrcatened part of the 
course. rhis howt:\e! \CIS not accepl<:d by the jury. 

Forty-fo ur pdots !e lehed goal the second day, which presented a 
classic sky and good thermals 

After two days waiting in the rai n, WI! set out for la unch on 
Saturday under blue sky and brilliant s unshine. Howcver, strong wind 
kept everyone on the ground until 1500 hours when the task was can
celled . Still some pilots new and Andre Hediger (CH) treated us to a 
magnificent aerobatic disp lay, including his pioneering loop. 

The organiser laid on an excellent barbecue to celebrate the end of 
a fantastic season and presented elegant moust ier trophies to all win
ners. Our final farewells were full of reminiscences of this year 's 
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Competition Resu Its - Open 

I Mougin, Christophe F 
.2 Ncr; Olivier CH 
3 Dagault, David F 
4 Eder, Armin A 
5 Wany, Martin elf 

Overall WC Ranking 

1 Bollinger, Hans 
2 Holzmuller, Walter 
3 Nef, Oliver 
3 Bourquin, Sebastien 
4 Mougin, Christophe 
5 Stieg lair, Stephan 

.Qyerqll1j'omen 's WCRanklng 

'·. 1 

. 2··· 
3 
4 
5 

Berni.e[, 9\aire 
. Siegrist, . ~ilvi 
. :s~rg~r,N~thalie 

•.. TliKa1<a! ¥iyuki 
J;>¢rIler,SllIlli' I a 

F 
CH 
F 
J 
A 

OveraltNational TeamResults 

1 Switzerland 5844 
.2 Ausqia 36~1 

3 France 3463 
4 Great Britain 1551 

Overall Constructor Team ResultS 

1 Nova 6924" 
2 Advance Thun SA 2950 ·· 
3 Edel 2085 

Nova ' 
Adva 

Nova : 

Edel 
Edel 
Adv 
Nova 
Ede! 

excellent flights , including the many records in competition speed and 
distance which have been broken . 

Joe Hayler, Technical Delegate, 12 September 1995 

Cross Country Grand Prize Draw 

Wing a brand new Ailes de K Cristal 26 paraglider, an Atlas from 
La Mouette and many other prizes (helmets, harnesses, tents, flight 
suits, videos, books ... ). 

If you're not already subscribed to CC you simply have to sub
scribe, and add 25 FF (or $5 or £3 or equivalent) to the normal sub
scription fee to enter the Grand Prize Draw. If you are already sub
scribed just send us a resubscription cheque (adding 6 issues to your 
present sub) plus Grand Prize entry fee of 25 FF or $5 or £3 to take 
part (see sub form in last Skysailor). 

The winning tickets will be drawn on the 15th January 1996 and 
the winners will be announced in the February edition of CC. 

Entries must be received before January 14th, 1996 

New FA! World Record Attempts 
Pilot: William Osoba; Country: USA; Hang Glider: Carbon Dragon: 
Site: Hutchison, KS; Type of Record - #1: Distance around a triangu
lar course; Category: General; Date: 22 September 1995; Previous 
world record: New; Type of Record - #2: Speed over a 200 km trian
g ular course; Category: General; Performance: 38 km/h; Date: 22 
September 1995; Previous world record: new. 

New FAI World Record 
Pilot: Kat Thurston; Country: UK; Paraglider: N ova Sphinx 125; 
Category: Feminine; Site: Cabo Paquica, Chile; Type of Record: 
straight distance; Performance: 182.3 km; Date: 19 November 1994; 
Previous world record: 128.5 km (Judy Leden - 9/ 12/92) 0 
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ICOM Count on us! 

INTRODUCING THE 
FIRST HANDHELD CB 
WITH BUILT-IN 
SELCALL 
Innovation keeps ICOM ahead. 

At leom our leadership in CB is built on 

innovation. And once again, ICOM is first 

with the latest, the new IC-40GX. 

The smallest handheld UHF CB and 

the first with built-in SELCALL. 

Now when you want one-to

one, uninterrupted 

communication, there's 

no need to go to the 

extra expense of 

retrofitting. 

The IC-40GX 

allows you to 

send or receive 

calls from a specific 

individual or group. 

Each unit is factory

programmed with its own unique 

code and can monitor continuously, in 

quiet mode, until a selective call signal is received. 

You receive the calls that are specifically for you with no 

disturbing outside chatter. It makes UHF CB 

simple and as convenient to use as a hand phone. , 

saver. 

Increased communication 
range usilg repeater 
stations. 

facility with separate 
user programmable 
memory. 

Snple one touch scan 
function: start, stop, 
memorise 

Feature after feature, ICOM puts you first. 

You can program your ten most frequently-called numbers 

for sing le button speed calling. You also get call-back 

acknowledgement and Group Call to as many as 100 stations. 

There's up to a full SW of output power with a Hi/Lo 

transmission switch to conserve power and a power save 

mode on receive. Plus a one touch Channel 5 emergency 

channel, and much more. 

Discover the innovative features, the clarity and performance 

of the new IC-4OGX for yourself at your nearest leom dealer soon. 

lcom Australia 7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 A.C.N. 006 092575 
Free Call: (008) 338915 Ph: (03) 529 7582 Fax: (03) 529 8485 
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fJJie Onfy Way 
Is IIp 

Tpisoae One 

ByZaniq 

"So there I was, 15,000 feet and the old 
climb-chime still singing." 

Russ Karr (Russel Ian Karr), sky surfer, 
eased forward on the stool. Lifting his glass, 
he sipped slowly, letting the words impact 
fully on the group of admirers clustered 
around him at the bar. 

"Incledi ble !!" 

The word came from Russ 's newly 
acquired travelling companion, a young man 
of mixed Japanese and Scottish descent. 
Hence the crop of spiked red hair. Hence the 
inability to speak understandable English. 
And hence the name, Kam , itself both a 
recognition of his Scottish blood as well as a 
comment on his suicidal flying style. 

"Incredible! Kam. The word is incredi
ble !" said Russ, exasperated . "But you're 
right, it was incredible. I mean I'd only gone 
over to Mongolia for this comp at the last 
minute. A Russian pal I fly with belled and 
told me to get my 
wings over there 
tootsweet. I like Yuri : 
knows the taste of 
fear and likes it dou
ble strength, no milk, 
no sugar. So I up and 
went, or should I say 
went and up. Heh 
heh . But believe me, I 
was not prepared. No 
maps. No homework. 
And only one SIX

pack." 

"Fair dink urn, 
Luss ?" 

"Russ, mate! 
Russ! ya d#%@head . 
Get your ' r 's into gear 
!" 

Snickers trickled 
' round the bar as the 
group paused to push 
faces into glasses. At 
this point Russ twist
ed sideways on his 
stool , letting his eyes 
drift around the room 
for a mo, his face 
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wearing the cool indifference of a pro. It was 
a room he knew well , many a long night 
spent beneath its gaze, swapping stories with 
other sailors of the air-waves. 

Quite crowded that night, he noted, 
though not with locals. They clustered at one 
end of the bar, playing darts in an attempt to 
ignore these weirdos who periodically invad
ed their droughty little town. 

The rest of the room was filled with hang 
gliders and paragliders. Stiffies and wrin
klies, as the Brits call them. All here for the 
Big One. The Battle for space in Space. Hey 
there's Franz, Russ winked at the big Hun. 
Gunna kick his butt this year. Spanish team 
made it too. Pity about Julio . 

And who are they? Russ noticed a group 
he couldn't place straight off. Oh yeah, 
they 'd be the Greeks. There's ajirstfor ya. 

Wow! Russ 's eyes stopped in their tracks. 
And who s the girl? 

She was part of the Greek team by the 
look of things. They'd sent out two wrinklies 

and four stiffs. So what was she? A Goddess 
no less. Russ licked his lips, his vario already 
up and whistling. Stiffies and wrinklies ay. 
Yo! Wrinklies and ...... . 

"So what happened next?" 

Russ's attention was dragged screaming 
back to the bar where faces waited for the 
rest of his tale. 

"Ay? Oh yeah. Totally amazing. Stranger 
than any fiction, full as. Whopping storm 
front brews up, OK? The sort of bluster you 
only get in that part of the world. Some of 
you guys would know what I mean. Well, I 
ride it south, and four hours later end up over 
China! Yep you heard me. China. Military 
zone. Right? No passport, no visa, no identi
ty. Just a camera." 

Russ paused, allowing himself a long 
slow slug at his beer. Some of the group 
copied him, while others just wowed. Placing 
his empty glass on the bar, Russ continued. 

"Can you guys believe this! I drop out of 
the sky, land smack in the middle of a mili
tary camp, with a camera! Well you know 
what they thought I was, don't you?" 

There was another pause while the group 
worked on this one. Then a small oriental 
voice with a Celtic lilt suggested: 

"D#%@head ?" 

Russ laughed with the others, but swore 
that he'd fix the little turd 's reserve-chute 
first chance he got. Then he turned towards 
the other side of the room, big thermals 
building in his mind. 

But she was gone ..... 

ro BE CONTINUED 0 
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1 00 MilEs BEFoRE BREAkFAST 
by Al Giles 

September 29, 1995. The sun rose 
under the Morning Glory wave cloud as 
it crossed the northern Australian coast
line and moved inland towards the 
waiting hang gliders and trike. The ski
slope profile of the advancing edge 
showed it to be a strong Glory, its base 
about 100' above the Burketown salt
flats and its top over 5000'. The wave 
was travelling at about 50 kmJh and Bolto 

WiTHiN MiNUTES I dEcidEd THAT 

THis WAS NOT A TiGER I HEld by 

THE TAil bUT A PUSSYCAT by THE 

SCRuff of THE NECk. 

beyond. Sailplanes have been flying 
them since 1989 when Russell"White 
made the first soaring flight in a Grob 
109 motorglider. However, no one had 
soared them in a hang glider before 
and when I spotted an article in C
Mac's "Australian Gliding" magazine 
(May (995), the idea was born. I 

(Chris Bolton) in the Edge fired up the Rotax, ready to aerotow the 
gliders. As the instigator of this flight into the unknown, it was my 
dubious privilege to be the first to attempt to soar the 
Morning Glory in a hang glider. 

The shadow of the approaching wave cloud 
appeared, rapidly crossing the saltflats towards 
the kites . The cloud looked awesome, a mile 
high, two miles from leading to trailing 
edge and stretching over each horizon. 
Secondary waves followed the prima-
ry at regular intervals, but only the 
primary had the towering form 
of a travelling white moun-
tain range. 

At 6.20 a.m. , 
called Go Go Go 
over the radio 
and a hun-
d red 
metres 
i n 

fr 0 n t 
the Rotax 
roared. 
Seconds later 
the Blade lifted off 
the dolly into velvet 
smooth air. Trike and 
glider climbed towards the 
leading edge of the wave at a 
steady 300 feet per minute. When 
we reached 1200' a kilometre in 
front of the cloud, the climb rate sud
denly improved to 700 up, then 1000 up. 
At 2500 ' I pulled the release and Bolto dived 
away to land and tow C-Mac, who was waiting 
ready set up further inland on the saltflats . Within 
minutes, C-Mac too was climbing in wave lift on the 
leading edge of a moving wall of cloud . 

This moment was the product of months of planning, 
organising, researching, experimenting and persuading. The 
southern coast of the Gulf of Carpentaria is apparently the only 
place in the world where propagating wave clouds occur predictably. 
They appear in the morning around October and satellite photos show 
them stretching many hundreds of kilometres across the Gulf and 
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caught C-Mac at an unguarded 
moment and asked him , ' Do you want 
to try soaring these things? ' 
"Ohhhhhh yeah! ' he said . Billo and 

PK were quickly recruited and we set about enlisting the knowledge 
and services of others. Rick Duncan at AirBorne contributed equip
ment and advice, and suggested Chri s Bolton as a trike pilot. 

The terrain around the Gulf is notably tlat and ideal for towing. 
Cartowing however would be of limited Ise I·' ~?'ching a wave 
because of the precise timing required . Bolt" . "es a challenge and 

was only slightly intimidated at the thought of a mile-high travel
ling wave . So it was that he had the honour of being the first 

trike pilot to fly up to the Morning G.lory. Russell White was 
cautiously encouraging but emphasised the possible con

sequences of being forced to fly through the wave in an 
aircraft too slow to escape it. None of us had any 

intention of being caught in the rapidly rotating 
centre of the wave cloud. 

After releasing, I climbed in icy 
smooth linear lift to 5000 ' and explored 

the wave. Within minutes I decided 
that this was not a tiger I held by 

the tail but a pussycat by the 
scruff of the neck. The sun 

rose between the 
cumuli form tops at 

the trailing edge of 
the cloud and I 

flew back to 
them to 

t a k e 

pho
tos and 

revel III 

the moment. 
This was how 

the tiger caught me . 
Turning back to face 

the direction of travel of 
the wave, I noticed the 

cloud rising towards me and 

Billo from under my wingtip 
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PK on the wave 

realised that I was in horizontal air over the flat rear part of the cloud. 
Despite full VB and speed bar to the knees, the cloud continued to 
rise against the horizon, and I sealed all exits as Burketown disap
peared at 2500'. It was a fairly wild ride through the spinning air in 
the centre of the cloud but the Blade popped out intact ten minutes 
later from its base, and I landed uneventfully at Burketown airstrip for 
a quick change of underwear. The first hang glider flight on the 
Morning Glory had lasted just th irty minutes and provided some use
ful lessons. 

C-Mac meanwhile had climbed to 7500' after being warned over 
the radio not to slip back over the rear half of the cloud. He pointed 
his glider perpendicular to the wave and headed straight out over 
tiger country. ' It's alright', he said on the UHF, 'There's a clearing 
about forty kilometres ahead'. At three hours and twenty minutes he 
landed at AdeI 's Grove airstrip, a distance of 165 kilometres without 
turning, and had to bum altitude to get down as the serious tiger 
country started. The day's thermals were just beginning as the cloud 
evaporated. It was celebration time, and Bolto and I breakfasted on 
VB at the Burketown pub as Billo and PK started the long retrieval 
drive. 

Next day, Billo, PK and I were set up on the saltflats at dawn. 
The Morning Glory rolled in right on time and Bolto towed PK out 
over the Gulf to meet the wave. PK found the li ft band to be narrow 
and bumpy at release height but it soon smoothed out as he climbed 
in steady lift around 500 up. Billo was set up about ten kilometres 
further inland and had an easier ride up as PK watched from above. 
Then PK saw the trike appear from under the cloud with the third 
glider on tow from ten kilometres further inland again. The Edge had 
to fly out from beneath the Glory as it was already overhead when I 
was picked up. This cloud was not a strong one like the previous 
day 's, but a regular Glory, shaped like a kilometre-high cylinder with 
a flat base, stretching from horizon to horizon and with half a dozen 
secondary waves following the primary at intervals of a few kilome
tres. Cloud was being formed on the leadi ng edge of the wave, mov
ing up over the top and di sappearing as it descended the trailing edge, 
so that the Glory appeared to be rolling backwards as it advanced 
over the landscape. 

The three Blades climbed to 5000' and cruised effortlessly in 
smooth air, a little faste r than best glide. The shadow of the Glory 
was thrown ahead and appeared to be engulfing the landscape as the 
wave advanced. There are not many roads around Burketown (popu
lation 230 on a good day, next town 200 corrugated kilometres away) 
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but there is a road 
running SSW to 
Camooweal. Since the 
Morning Glory 
appears from the NE 
and travels to the SW, 
this is a good road to 
follow. You would not 
want to get lost in the 
bush around 
Burketown, as you 
could stay lost for 
rather a long time. A 
little traversing along 
the face of the cloud 
kept the gliders wi thiri 
easy reach of the road. 
Billo and PK raced 
around the cloud play
ing games and 
whooping it up. There 
is something about the 
wave which turns 
hardened old sky
surfers into delighted 
kids. 

Two hours into the flight, at about 100 km, we noticed the cloud 
shadow becoming thinner and gaps started to appear in it. The secon
daries too started to disappear. Ten minutes later the cloud evaporated 
into haze and light turbulence. The cloud is trapped recirculating 
moisture picked up by the wave from the Gulf of Carpentaria, but as it 
travels inland over the dry terrain, moisture is lost and the cloud even
tually vanishes. The wave continued inland like a clear air seabreeze 
front, but without the visible reference of the Glory, we could not 
track the lift. Just before it vanished, however, the cloud increased its 

World closs poroglld.rs 

PRrJ{)t.fCER {}f TIlE 

Profile 
Puma 
Caser 

Fun 2 Fly has been manufacturing world class paragliders for many 
years. These gliders have been designed to withstand the rough 
South African conditions - which we believe Australians understand. 
After having sold paragliders in Western Australia for some time, Fun 
2 Fly wishes to increase its representation on the Australian East 
Coast. 

We wish to sell the ACPULS tested Profile, initially at the discounted 
price listed below, to someone with dealership interests. However, 
individual enquiries are welcomed. 

Paraglider: ........... ...... . Fu~ 2 Fly Profile 27m2 
Condition: .......... " .......................... Brand New 
Certification: .... .. ..................... ACPULS 12A's 

(Video of Testing Available). 
Manufactured: ............................. South Africa 
Price: ... ......... ... ... ... ..... ......... ..... .. .... ... .. $2,100 
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speed and the lift improved, so that we 
climbed in ten minutes from 4,300' to 5,500' 
with the rope full on and the bar to the waist. 

Gregory Downs with its pub and swim
ming hole lay just 10 km away, an easy glide 
with the persisting tailwind. Billo and PK 
landed in front of the pub to discover that 
after their longest flights, the pub was not yet 
open. They had covered 120 km in 2 hours 
20 minutes without tuming other than cir
cling down to land. Meanwhile I flew on 
past Gregory by switching to thermal lift, 
and in light plentiful cores triggered by the 
wave, continued to the edge of the Barkly 
Tableland. Here the savannah grassland and 
light scrub becomes a little more tigrous, and 
I landed on the edge of the red-soiled Barldy 
for 150 km in three hours. There was a 
steady 20 knot nor ' -easter blowing to show 
that the wave had arrived. Cumulus clouds 
started to pop as I packed up by the road. C
Mac was in close pursuit with the 4WD. 

On the following day, the Morning Glory 
appeared again at sunrise but it was a dry 
day and the clouds evaporated as they 
crossed the coastline. Bolto towed us up to 
where we thought the waves might be but we could not track the 
invisible linear lift for more than a few minutes. We left Burketown 
later that day for the bumpy 1000 km trip to Cairns. 

This expedition would not have happened without the assistance 
of many people and organisations. Three however really stand out. 
Russell White, the Sydney sailplane pilot who has soared the Morning 
Glory first, provided comprehensive information, first hand knowl
edge and many useful suggestions. AirBorne provided a dolly, a bal-

Primary and secondary waves 

listic 'chute for the trike and sensible advice based on long experi
ence. And Chris Bolton was the trike pilot who was the man for the 
job, and who was not daunted by the prospect of flying up to an 
unknown quantity any sane pilot would want to fly far away from. 
Thanks guys! 

The four Morning Glory soarers were Chris MacDonald, Paul 
Kennedy, Bill Olive and Al Giles. 

Next month, the 'how-to's a/flying the Morning Glory 0 

127 & 157 
2nd Geoff Tulloch 

3rd Toni Noud 

Canungra Classic 

Nanio Cup Japan 

XTRALITE 157 

XTRALITE 127 

For more details contact your local dealer or the Moyes Factory. ~ 

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 23874472 
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by Elgar Starkis 

I was intrigued to read Jerry Stipek's 
recent exploits at a Victorian/Melbourne 
coastal site, and the mysterious greater than 
usual dynamic lift he experienced. 

Only last weekend we experienced some
thing similar. I managed to extricate myoId 
mate Bega Bill from atop his Fiat 
tractorlbulldozer, as he was re
arranging the landscape around his 
newly constructed swimming pool. 
We hadn't really flown for a couple 
of months so we were as hungry for 
flight as two chooks in an Omega 
factory. 

Above the cliffs at Tura, another 
mate, our friendly sea eagle was I: 
already soaring, so we immediately .::) 
calculated the strength using stan- ;'t 
dard Bega trigonometry. The last 
remaining tufts of Bill 's hair immediate-
ly behind the left ear vortices was mea
sured at a precise angle of 25 degrees from 
the vertical indicating a direct correlation to 
wind speed in k.p.h. (A similar relationship 
of course exists with litres and kg 's of water 
ballast.) 

We exchanged harnesses and canopies in 
order to check the weight shift characteristics 
of each other 's gear. Bill reckons the combi
nation of Skyline harness with his 29 Phocus 
is just the cat's whiskers. 

Graciously Bill grunted, "You go first 
and practice some strong wind cliff top land
ings ." 

Ever the gentleman , Bill held up the 
canopy as I scrambled down the steep face to 
effect our new anchor free strong wind 
launch strategy. This is done by pulling the 
canopy via the C risers to the edge of the 
cliff from below. Then using the patented 
Schroettner, "brakes in correct hands , pull on 
A risers with one hand, C's with the other" 
method, the canopy walks you up the cliff 
face as it establishes enabling you to spin 
and pop into the air in one smooth action. (or 
so our theory goes.) 

We frolicked and played in the mild win
ter ai r as the nor easterly puffed on relent
lessly. Top landing was not possible for mor
tal pilots such as Bill and myself at the small 
take-ofT as the wind was creating too much 
lift. Our strategy was to fly over the creek 
"venturi" beside the cliffs to lose height and 
slide in over the low cliff and pop down 
behind the lift band. This worked well if you 
didn't land in front of the lone bottlebrush 
shrub (we were to discover later.) 
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Bill , on this one particular attempt exe
cuted a perfect 2 point landing, then quickly 
pulled in the C risers to collapse the canopy. 
(Pulling in the brakes would have sent him 
skyward again.) Unfortunately the bottle
brush leapt out of the ground and instantly 
re-rooted itself smack behind Bill as he was 
executing the collapse of my canopy! 

tt'1fte air was quite smooth. with. an 

occaswna[ Dump [ik! a [ight tfz.ermic. 

ouoofe ana a [iftfe oit of unassistetf 
pitch. ana TO[[ activity.)J 

20 minutes later with the help of some 
eager woofos, we had carefully extracted the 
lines and answered all the usual questions 
about paragliding. It made me appreciate the 
method that Peter Bowyer uses at Stanwell 
Park to inform onlookers; Peter has some 
printed A4 information sheets with answers 
to the 10 most asked questions about 
Paragliding. Brilliant! 

With an hour till dark, I was keen to have 
another go so I quickly re-Iaunched and was 
happily wing-overing and 360ing, when I 

noticed at about 200' ASL (take-off is about 
100' ASL) the lift started to improve. First at 
about I mls then up to 1.5 mls. I began to 
explore the cliff line and then over the creek 
gap, normally a sink area, only to find that I 
was still going up! Decision time. It was 
about half an hour before dark and I noticed 
some wispy cloud, probably at about 3,000' 
over the top and moving slowly out to sea. 
The air was quite smooth with an occasional 
bump like a light thermic bubble and a little 
bit of unassisted pitch and roll activity. 

Now given the small size of my gonads 
and the above factors, I decided then and 
there it was about time to land. I had visions 
of climbing to higher westerly airstream, 

being blown out to sea and having to surf 
the 4 ' point break back to the beach. 

Rather than perform radical height 
loss manoeuvres at 400' , I flew over the 
shore line first and managed to find the 
nor easter and suitable sink. I was soon 
to land on the beach which was devoid 
of any air movement, yet up high the 
nor easter and westerly were still doing 
battle. 

The simple explanation for our phe
nomena is good old fashioned conver
gence ie, the lift which is generated 
when two opposing air streams meet 
(presumably of similar strength). 

"Why didn't you keep going up?" 
quizzed Bill who had been busily mucking 
around with his gear on launch for the past 
half hour. I expounded my "gonads and 
coastal convergence theory" and assured Bill 
that if it had been back in the Bega Valley 
where we had on a number of occasions 
observed this phenomena, then undoubtedly I 
or any other pilot with or without the gonad 
factor would have stayed up as long as the 
CAA regulations allowed. 0 

ELgar Starkis at Tura Beach 



State, Club and Region News 
Queensland 

Conondale Cross Country 
Fliers Club Inc 

Dear Fellow Pilots 

It is with great pleasure I announce the 
formation of a new hang gliding club on the 
Sunshine Coast, Queensland. The Conondale 
Cross Country Fliers Club had its first AGM 
on Saturday 21 st October, 1995. The elected 
committee is as follows: 

President: Peter Roberts 
Vice President: Graeme Hall 
Secretary: Annie Crerar 
Treasurer: Bruce Crerar 

Although we only have 16 members we 
think this can only grow, as membership has 
only been opened recently. The club was 
formed from a small group of pilots who had 
different aims and views for the direction of 
inland flying in the region. 

Placing pilot and land owner relations 
high on the priority list, and the education 
and promotion of cross country hang gliding 
to both the residents of our inland Valleys, as 
well as the up and coming pilot. Interested? 

If you would like a membership form or 
any information, or wish to correspond with 
the club, please write to: Conondale Cross 
Country Fliers Club, 13 Cottman Street, 
Buderim Q 4556. 

Yours sincerely 
Graeme Hall, Vice President 
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Lower Blue Mountain Hang 
Gliding Club Inc 

The first round of the inter-club competi
tion took place at Manilla on the October 
long weekend. For a brand new concept 
c0'!lpetition it was quite well attended with 
about 30 pilots competing. Unfortunately 
conditions for XC flying were poor. The 
largest flight by anybody over the weekend 
was 12 kms with 90% of the field going to 
the LZ from Borah East launch on the 
Saturday and 80% of the field doing the 
same from Redj ack North launch on the 
Sunday. However it did become ridge 
soarable in the afternoon at Redjack giving 
some of the later pilots to launch good dura
tion. The task on both days was open dis
tance or duration. Monday dawned overcast 
and spitting with rain and so was cancelled. 
At the end of the first round Northern 
Beaches are leading with 5 points, Lower 
Blue Mountains are second and get 3 pints 
and Sydney are 3rd with I point. Each club is 
organising one of the 3 rounds and this round 
was our club's and as the competitions direc
tor, the responsibility fell to Nigel Felton 
who did an excellent job. 

The highlight of our September meeting 
was a hang glidi ng simulator developed from 
a computer based flight simulator by Marco 
Bareiss. Instead of the normal joystick style 
control column Marco had built a miniature 
disk standing A frame about .5 metre tall. 
The graphics of the ground are excellent and 
the thermals are made visible as a series of 
rising bubbles. Marco has not yet worked out 
how to program the performance parameters 
of a hang glider into the computer though , so 
one can fly a hang glider with the perfor
mance of a Pitts Special or a sailplane. Thank 
you for that entertainment Marco. A hang 
glider that flies like a Pitts Special is more 
interesting than a hang glider that flies like a 
hang glider. 

Congratulations to Heinz and Kim Koch 
on the birth of their first child Daniel John on 
5 October. Both mother and baby are doing 
well. 

Our meetings are still held on the last 
Tuesday of each month in the function room 
of the Sportsman Hotel Kildare Road 

Blacktown starting 7.30 pm. New members 
always welcome. See you there. 

David Middleton, President 

ACT Hang Gliding 
Association 

Local pilots are welcoming the start of 
the flying season. September has seen some 
winds a little stronger than we'd like but 
there has been some good flying weather. 

The pilot exchange with Illawarra Hang 
Gliding Club took place, a small number of 
pilots coming to have a look at our local 
sites. Conditions on the Saturday were a bit 
light, but they had a good afternoon at Lake 
George on the Sunday. 

The soaring clinic for paraglider pilots 
went extremely well. Conditions couldn't 
have been better for the purpose and seven 
pilots learned a lot more than we had antici
pated and had a great time as well! 

We are organising a parachute re-pack 
night before the summer season gets fully 
underway and we've done some serious this
tle-spraying (with the landowner 's permis
sion) on one of our more thistle-laden sites, 
which turned the hill a very pretty pink for a 
while. 

We are also looking forward to a planned 
thermalling and XC clinic to be held by our 
local paragliding instructors at Hay the week 
before Flatlands; and to a fun competition 
planned for March, for both hang glider and 
paraglider pilots . The main aim is to have a 
good time! 

Hang glider pilots are looking forward a 
comp at Booroowa planned to run before 
Christmas, and a small hill competition to be 
run over two weekends in Tumut in late 
November/early December. 

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary 

Canberra Sports A viation Club 
Inc 

CASPAC is open to all people interested 
in sports aviation and there are a number of 
HGFA members as well as AUF members in 
the club. The new President is a HGFA qual
ified trike instructor, as well as AUF ultra-
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light pilot and GA qualified. The Secretary is 
a HGFA trike pilot. As well as Anthony 
Gerrard's two trikes at Murumbateman, we 
have one trike at Goulburn and one at 
Canberra, just to keep the three axis lot in 
line. My own trike is up at Maitland with 
Chris Brandon. All the trikes are HGFA reg
istered so you can see we are an open club 
and would like to hear from any other AUF 
or HGFA membes in our area. 

Yours 
Bob Burns, Secretary 

Victoria 

~~~~ 
PARAGLIDING 

MELBOURNE 

Sky High Paragliding Club 

Hello everyone. 

It's been some time since you would 
have seen anything form Sky High in 
Skysailor but we have been too busy (you 
could read here too slack) organising lots of 
events for the summer. By the time you read 
this the NOT THE VICTORIAN OPEN, the 
premier fun competition/fly in would have 
taken place as well as a club weekend down 
to Gippsland. A tow weekend at Conargo and 
the successful Fun competition at Corryong 
are planned for the new year. 

Pilots have been attempting to make the 
most of the Spring weather with some good 
flights being had up at Bright. Some pilots 
have been seen down the coast trying to fly 
whilst caught up in trees and bushes! Please 
be careful we seem to have been lucky that 
no one has injured themselves with these 
bushy landings but trees and bushes with 
pointy bits can hurt. 

We have been experimenting with a new 
venue for our monthly meetings and hope to 
have the perfect venue for our expanding 
club in the new year. You will be kept 
informed. 

The committee for this year is a mixture 
of old and new faces. We are committed to 
making the club as novice/restricted pilot 
friendly as we can. If you have any sugges
tions on how we can achieve this let us know. 
We are looking at conducting a survey to 
establish why pilots do not continue to fly 
and seeing what the can club do to lower the 
drop out rate. I am particularly interested in 
establishing if there is any difference 
between the reasons why men and women 
stop flying. 

Anyway I'm looking forward to this 
year 's women's fly in to take place in Bright 
form the 24th-26th November and meeting 
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as many women Paraglider, Hang glider and 
Trike pilots as possible. 

Australian Paragliding News is being 
published on a monthly basis and any articles 
or input from pilots would be appreciated. If 
you are not already subscribing all paraglider 
pilot will receive a copy of December's 
equipment issue which will contain details 
and an invitation to subscribe. 

That's it from me, fly safe and see you in 
the sky soon! 

Rachael, President, Sky High Paragliding 
Club 

SAHGA Soap 

With the comp 

season fast SA H G A 
approaching, eager 
pilots are creeping 
out of the wood
work to get as 
many XC flights in 
as possible. Roger 
Pyrke has had his 
first XC flight and 
Paul Kelley and 
Crossy have flown 
l20km. 

Rumour has it that even this pilot (a few 
years older now) has been venturing past the 
local coastal sites to greener sites in the Mid
north. 

I have just had some devastating news. Is 
it true that our ex-president, Max (Inspector 
Gadget) Browne has taken himself and his 
family to live in WA? What!!! Not even a 
goodbye, see ya, catch ya later; nothing. 
You're a bad boy, Max. Anyway regards to 
all. On the subject of WA, another local pilot, 
Tassie Steve has recently moved over there, 
but is quite distressed that SAHGA can't get 
their act together to post him over his 
favourite "Goss" rag Icarus. C'mon guys, 
keep the poor lad informed; hate to see a 
grown man cry. It only costs 45 cents per 
month. 

Brent Telford and Dave Gillet have 
recently purchased new Moyes Xtralite 147, 
with Ross Wilkinson awaiting his order. Now 
all they need is 
more glorious 

Until next time ... 
Illegitimate son of Terry Tipstall ... 

Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club 
October has 

seen us return to 
our natural envi-
ronment (the 
air!) with a 
vengeance with 
many club pilots 
attending Spring 
Thermal Week 
in Wongan Hills. 
Despite the 
untimely death of one of the club's tow cars 
and a brisk trade in downtube replacements, 
an atmosphere of co-operation and bonhomie 
prevailed and there were no serious incidents 
despite many pilots getting in their first real 
flying for the season. We didn't even lose 
anyone for long. (Come back John, all is for
given!) 

Especially gratifying was the number of 
novice pilots starting to master the gentle art 
of thermalling and leaving the paddock for 
the first time. 

We also had pilots visiting from as far 
afield as Mt Newman and Kalgoorlie, all of 
whom acquitted themselves well and seemed 
to enjoy the conditions mightily. (Don't 
worry Phil, you'll get the hang of that Blade 
yet!) 

Craig Worth graced us with his presence 
and addressed the safety officers' meeting on 
the second last night, which was extremely 
informative and well attended. 

Notable personal bests included 
Melanie's epic flight to Goomalling (50+ 
Km), Ian Craig's two early morning flights 
(one of which one the day) and modesty for
bids me mentioning my flight to 
Wyalkatchem (71 Km) in the very good com
pany of Darryl Speight (I couldn't let him out 
of my sight - my radio died and I got lost!). 

On the Tuesday night following Spring 
Thermal Week, the club held a barbecue 
(hosted by Airports - thanks Sue and 
Andrew!) and an extraordinary club meeting 
to discuss and vote on leasing a paddock in 

UVEX Helmets 
weather to gloat 
over their new 
toys. 

Our state 
comps are now 
certainly in full 
swing with Stu 
McClure being 
the meat-head 
for the season. 
Good on ya, 
Stuart, just 
remember "too 
many chiefs 
and not enough 
indians". 

Fly tee Instruments 
ICOM Radios 
High Energy Chutes 
Chute Repack Service 
for all your flying needs call __ _ 

SYDNEY 

hang gliding 
CENTRE 

PHONE (042) 942 545 
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Wongan Hills and issues related to funding 
this. Most of the motions were carried unani
mously and the club will now have a secure 
new home and will no longer rely on the 
charity of kind hearted farmers. Our heartfelt 
thanks go out to Rob Milstead, our current 
paddock owner, for all his co-operation and 
patience over the years. Thanks also to the 
special paddock committee for all their hard 
work on this and to Craig Worth who was at 
the meeting and supplied some helpful 
advice and refereeing at appropriate times 
during the meeting. By the time this goes to 
press, Craig will also have given further 
workshops for those interested in becoming 
safety officers and club organisers. It's been 
great having him here. Also coming up is an 
instructors' seminar with Craig, who will be 
joined by Ian Jarman. 

After such a good start to the season our 
appetite for aviation has been well and truly 
whetted and we look forward to a great sum
mer. The next big event will be the Aero 
Towing Excursion to the Stirling Ranges 
in November. (Call Airsports - there may just 
still be some vacancies.) 

All the best for now, 
Sam Blight 0 
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Paragliding 
Competitions 

Update 
The planned organiser of the Australian 

Open at Corryong has other commitments 
that now prevent him from organising that 
competition. 

The Paragliding World Cup organisers 
have sanctioned an overseas competition 
during the original proposed dates of our 
Pre World Cup. This would prevent us from 
hosting a Pre World Cup this season unless 
we change the dates. 

We are required to run a Pre World Cup 
before a World Cup may be sanctioned 
here. We hope that a World cup may be held 
here in our 96/97 season. 

After considering a number of options 
the Paragliding committee have agreed to 
the following changes: 

The Australian Open will remain on 
the same dates, but its venue has been 
moved to Bright with Brian Webb becom
ing the Organiser. 

The Pre World Cup will run in con
junction with the Open during the new 
dates of 28/2/96 to 6/3/96. Everyone enter-

ing will enter both competitions and receive 
two separate scores simultaneously. Where 
there is conflict of rules the HGFA rules 
will take precedence. 

By accepting these changes we expect a 
very professional approach and a World 
class standard of competition. 

To reduce the ladder points weighted to 
Bright for this season we have reduced the 
Proposed Vic Alpme Open to an 'A' rating. 

The Qld State at Killarney and Flytec 
Cup at Manilla will be combined for ladder 
sanctioning and they receive an A sanction 
for the 8 days total competition. Each com
petition is separate regarding entry and 
prizes. If you only fly in one of the compe
titions then it is like only being present at 
half of a normal ladder competition. The 
start date of the Killarney competition is 
Saturday the II th of November. 

Please enter and check the dates with 
the organiser to ensure your entry to the 
competitions. The competitions have limit
ed entries and if you don ' t enter by the clos
ing dates advertised (in the Competitions 
corner) your position may be available for 
other pilots who enter on time. The number 
of overseas pilots coming here is mcreasing 
rapidly and you will have problems if the 
organiser confirms their entry because you 
didn't enter on time. 
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WANTED 

Harness to suit 6'4" 115 kglge build ph Joe 066 
843711 

Hang glider to suit 65 kg novice. Would prefer 
a smaller glider. Also harness, parachute & 
varia. Please call us ASAP as we live in the 
country & it seems most things sell before we 
even receive our Skysailor. Peter or Sarah 057 
951232 

Trike - AirBorne Executive Edge ph 02 
9629000 pager no. 147180 

Mission, Aero or Mars ph Vic 015 841107 

PARAGLIDERS 

Please note: In future all paraglid
ers offered for sale must state 
their certification standard, other
wise they will be labelled with 'NO 
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION 
SUPPLIED (NCIS). 

Queensland 

Edel Space 27 sq m v safe int glider brand new 
lines $1900 ana with Edel Force harness $1800 
Rating 12 As plus 
Apco Supra 28 only 20 hrs flying black & white 
rating 11 Ass & 1 B Acpul $2900 ph Andrew 018 
805522 

Paraglider Navajo 31 SHV/ACPUL, 3/94 with 
hamess, speed system, Charly 84 reserve, 
varia, helmet etc. 90-120 kg, top cond, safe, 
fast with unbelievable handling (9A11 B/l C), a 
good high performance wing! $2100 ana ph/fx 
07 38241769 Mario 

Paraglider Wills Wing IT 125 nov/int ACPUL all 
As suit pilot 80-100 kg with harness gd cond 
$12000 ph Roland 07 55965679 

Edel Racer 21 $1000 also 
Firebird Apache 25 $2200 also 
Ventus Tandem 38 $500 ana 074748169, 015 
158745 (NCIS) 

New South Wales 

Reserve - Firebird RS2 Used for 1 season 
never deployed - freshly packed mint condition! 
$550 ph Elgar 064922061 H or 064923444 W 

Nova Phocus 29m2 (12A1DHV2) 90-115 kg. 40 
hrs of sweet, safe, summer thermalling. Same 
model that Rob Schroettner flew 150 km at Hay 
and placed 4th in the Vic Open against "hot 
camp. wings". $3400 call Elgar 064 922061 H or 
064923444 W 

Victoria 

Nova Sphinx 29 sqm pilot weight 90-117 kg 
white with pink cell walls ex cond 10 As, 2 Cs 
$2100 also 
High Energy reserve for paragliders long bridle 
$350 also 
Sjostrom instruments for paragliders 6 mths 
old only used twice $400 ph 03 4581632, 018 
554872 

22-24 sq m paragliderlharness nov-int 50-70 
kg ph 060 243005 Vic AH 
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Accord 27 mint cond an ideal 1st glider SHY 
certified $1600 ph Kate 059 741599 

Excel 26 hot pink white US 40 hrs vgc SHY cer
tified int glider bargain for $1800 ph Kate 059 
741599 

Excel 28 hot pink low hrs perf cond SHY certi
fied int glider a very gd performer $1900 ph Jerry 
0418332737 

ACT 

Edel Rainbow XXL 50 hrs airtime advanced 
canopy ex cond new lines A top wing for a pilot 
above 85 kg. Responsible for numerous mega 
flights & personal bests. For coastal soaring 
higher & further than anyone else, for big inland 
cross-country flights wonderful. Must sell - truly! 
Will listen to any offers at all. Ph Neil 06 
2926310 or 018633219 

Aircotec Alibi II varia great varia has never 
missed a beat. $350 ph Neil 06 2926310 or 018 
633219 

SA 

Advance Alpha 27 pilot w185-1oo kg all up 
excellent int canopy immac cond 3 yrs old limited 
airtime incl seat hamess $1800 to a good home 
ph John 085 522595 

HANG 
GLIDERS 

new & extremely shiny. Swap for 150 carabinas 
or $500 each 049 499222 

Gyro 11160 nov our trusty Gyro has taken us 
down the practise dunes & up to 7000' now it's 
time to upgrade to a warmer ship so the Gyro's 
yours for only $700 & we'll throw in an apron 
harness to train with ph John or Luke Elliott 065 
689060 B 065 695498 AH 

Aero 145 nov/int 18 mths & 80 hrs old spare 
speed bar $1750 ono ph Wayne 047 291805 or 
047390219 

Airborne Edge T2-2525 new wing engine just 
serviced full instruments covers immac cond ex 
value for money $14,500 ph 042 941031 

Sting 166 novlint sky blue & fluoro yellow just 
had 100 hr check by Airborne $1800 ph David 
026892107 

Trike Skylink Hornet 532 T2-2537 82 hrs only 
ex cond full instruments complete maint. log, 
flight log & spares, Iva prop, carby heat & fitted 
ballistic emerg. chute. Reliable & safe. Never 
bent. Looks & f1ys great 55 k1+ cruise, only one 
owner from new. Includes custom trailer with full 
cover, suit new buyer $13,900 also 
VHF Icom MKII radio plus 2 helmets with inter
com $1,000 Sydney AH 02 9722853, BH 02 

Please note: 
All powered 
hang glid
ers (trikes) 
offered for 
sale must 
state their 
registration 
number, 
otherwise 
they cannot 
be accepted 
for publica
tion. 

LEADING EDGE DESIGN QLD 

Specialist Hang Gliding Equipment 

New South 
Wales 

Sting int very 
low hrs in new 
cond, 
Skysystems har
ness & para
chute $2800 the 
lot or will sepa
rate ph 049 
874677 

Blitz 155 sail & 
Blitz 137 sail 
Leftover stock 
that must be 
sold. Give-away 
price just to clear 

. the shelf. Both 
absolutely brand 

Audio Kits for Full Face Helmets 
Speaker & mic pre-wired for fitting to 
helmet. Curly cord with moulded plug to 
suit most UHF handheld radios. Back of 
finger mounted PTT switch, all in one 
reliable cable kit. Takes minutes to fit. 

Flight Suits 
Professionally manufactured in a robust 
but light high cotton content drill fabric 
with heavy duty zips. Made to order. 

Philips P65 UHF Handhelds 
Great prices this 
compact and 
especially when 
helmet kits. 

month on these ultra 
reliable Handhelds, 
combined with the 

4 Keirn St, Eimeo Qld 4740 
Ph 079 546074 Fax 079 546668 



9137190, mob 0412172159 

Probe 1165 int 81/82 model carabiner, apron 
hamess, new helmet 2 books, wheels $750 or 
offer ph 068 863526 evenings 

Aero Race 150 int (only 8 hrs flying time!) fluoro 
pink LE mid-grey US white TE new wires very 
mint crisp cond $2200 also 
Probe 175 int rainbow US gd cond $900 ono 
also 
Bandit 160 int ex cond for veteran glider all red 
sail $200 ph Matt 042 943004 

AirBorne Sting 166 int fluoro green grey US 
faired uprights speed bar VB cord, new pod har
ness parachute flying suit $2900 ph Daniel 049 
450980 

Moyes XT 145 novlint fluoro blue/red 13 hrs air
time & tracer hamess suit 5'6" Flytec 3005 & 
Skywatch ASI & parachute & helmet & tow 
release & Hang Gliding for Beginner pilots. The 
lot for $3800 ph Adam 047 514359 H, 02 
6240332 W 

Blade 141 int 60 hrs only blue & white all kevlar 
details ex cond $2800 ono ph Dave 02 8181505 
or 0414 227029 

Blitz 146 exp int comp glider new side wires pro
file very tight sail gc must sell to finance new 
glider $1150 ph Paul 043 341919 

Desire 141 int urgent sale as new cond 14 hrs 
airtime kevlar LE red/purple US white MS bar
gain @ $2800 ono Geoff 042 941898 

Magic IV 166 int vgc looks like new kept as 2nd 
glider v low hrs new side wire retrofitted with 
round uprights many spares $550 ono ph 02 
5293583 

AirBorne Edge trike T2-2565 orily 31 hrs C
type gearbox covers standard instrumentation 
with custom trailer wing rack & tool box $16500 
ono ph Peter 043 621015 

Mars 150 nov Swiss alloy perfect for the smaller 
pilot light to carry & easy to fly. I have replaced 
all flying wires over the winter, top as well as bot
tom. $550 ph 065 558091 AH or 065545100 W, 
041 8837282 mob ask for Steve 

UHF 5 wattll watt Roadrunner hand held 40 ch 
transceiver with charger $275 ph Dane 02 
9384420 W or 02 99799069 H 

XS 155 (II converted) exp int blue LE red US 
white TE flys great a bargain at only $950 ono 
ph Steven 02 8051832 or 018672372 

Desire 151 int as new low hrs great glider $3400 
owner going O/S also 
GTR 162 int only $200 also 
Ball 651 vario/altimeter 
gd cond 2 sensitivity scales, alt in 2 foot incre

ments, main & reserve batt, ex buy $300 ph 
Steven 02 8051832 

Foil 150B Kevlar Racer int great 1st perfor
mance glider for int pilot at a bargain price. Flies 
v smoothly, great climber, no sail flutters . Fluoro 
pink mylar LE, pink & grey US. vg cond $950 
ono ph Allan 047 393221 AH, 047 738357 BH 

Sabre 165 int ex cond low hrs $400 also 
Stanwell Soaring Centre pod harness suit 
5'8"-6'2" $200 also 
Moyes cocoon harness suit 5'8"-6' $150 also 
Reserve chute $250 also 
Ball 651 vario/altimeter $350 ph 048 223287 or 
018484695 

Xtralite 147 $4250 mint cond 26 hrs looks great 

Australia's first, utterly affordable, 
totally transportable, foot launched 

powered paragltder. 

Flying training with acmmodatlon available 
at the Ug11t WIng Flying Academy. 
Turbo-chut.e Info Vldeo ....... ..... $35 Inc P/H 

10,. M(JI"e- lir/ol'MatiPK ea!! 

HOWARD HUGHES ENGINEERING P1Y LID 
BALUNA AIRPORt', SOUI'HERN CROSS DRIVE 
P.O. BOX 89 BAWNA N.S.W. 2478 

PH (066) 86 8658 OR FAX (066) 86 8343 

purplelblue also 
Vario Flytech 3005 $490 ph 069 212602, 015 
931845 

Sting 166 int in ex cond blue LE grey/white US 
$1900 ono ph Chris 02 5558408 H, 022394300 
W 

Payout winch tried & tested by Newcastle Hang 
Gliding Club over past 5 years. Many tows & still 
good for many more. Built by Ron Huxhagen, 
Qld. Solid & sturdy with 1500 It or rope. Selling 
due to acquisition of new expensive static winch 
& aero tow facilities $800 enquiries ph Bill Olive 
049430158 

Intermediate gliders: Aeros, XTs & Stings 
from new to well flown! For prices & colours. Ph 
Ross Duncan, Sun City Flight Sports 018 
687020 

Mission 170 nov dk blue pink yellow fair cond 
$900 ph Tom 049 674437, 049 264778 W 

Mission 170 nov dk blue/white flys well $950 ph 
Ross 049 431900 

Aero 150 nov 60 hrs new pinklblue/fluoro yellow 
flys well $1800 ph Mick 049 634359 or 049 
434769 

Sting 154 novas new yellowllt blue $2300 + Air 
Support Free Style harness ph Alan Nunn 049 
821526,018497955 will freight 

Moyes XT 165 int ex cond 20 hrs blue LE yel
lowlblue US white TE plus Moyes pod harness 
suit 5'10" approx. plus Ball vario/altimeter 
$2400 the lot will separate ph Steve 059 857916 

Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc batten profiles, 
manual $1400 ph Alan AH 02 8995351 , BH 047 

This aircraft has not been approved under the HGFA Certification Standard for foot-launched hang gliders. 
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Moyes GTR 162 gc batten profiles, owners man
ual, spare upright, $300 ono ph Alan 02 8995351 
AH , 047 354513 BH 

Quantum Q2 462 T2-2766 white/red stripe 20 
hrs full instruments, as new, $25,500 includes 
training bars & comms + helmets + battery. Call 
Don 015 438016 selling because of GA interests 

Sting 166 novlint sky blue & fluoro yellow just 
had 100 hr check through Airbome $1800 ph 
David 02 6892107 

Aero nov low hrs immac cond forced sale har
ness & helmet also for sale $1600 the lot or will 
separate all offers considered ph 02 99744661 

Leaving the sport sale: Blitz 155 int red LE 
orange & blue US 50 hrs comes with wheels & 
carry tube ex cond $1300 ono also 
Moyes pod & chute suit 5'10" $400 also 
Sjostrom vario as new $400 also 
Moyes flying suit never wom suit 5'10" 
black/blue $200 all equipment in ex cond $200 
the lot ph David Smith 066 843677 W, 843502 
AH 

Sjostrom vario as new cond $300 ph Danny 
057751365 

Classic Combat 152 MKII int virtually new only 
50 hrs purple LE green & black tiger stripes US 
spare faired upright speed bar etc delight to fly 
very reluctant sale $2200 also 
Aero Race 170 novlint well used & loved 1 st 
glider delight to fly hot pink LE purple/grey US 
complete check & service by Enterprise great 
value $1100 ono also 
GME Electrophone radio with charger cells 
recently renewed $300 ono call any time before 
8pm ph Dave 0414 959567 mob or 0299595671 

Aero 150 novlint gc blue & fluoro yellow $1500 
ph 049 327740 

Foil 150B Race int pink LE blue US white MS gc 
$600 ono ph Paul 02 3448504 

AirBorne Edge with Executive wing T2-2636 
base 251 hrs wing 70 hrs 582 C-type gearbox. In 
flight trim, modified mast, castoring front wheel, 
windscreen, backrest, handbrake, keel support 
bracket, full set of covers, trailer, 2 place Aerial 
Pursuits intercom, 2 helmets, flying suit, Icom 
A20 Mkll radio, remote aerial , press to talk. 
Everything you need to go flying $18000 will 
separate. Ph 066 425063 

Air Support Pod Lite harness for 5'8" pilot 
brand new 02 4113629 

Queens/and 

Trike Pegasus XL 462 T2-2720 high power 2 
seat certified with full instrumentation only 10 hrs 
total airtime beautiful colours perfect cond as 
new must sell $14,900 ono ph 074 490982 or 
mobile 0419 721621 will organise delivery any
where in Australia 

XT 165 int ex cond fluoro colours speed bar 
scrim LE heavy duty vinyl travel case incl $2500 
also 
Flytec vario 3005 series as new $500 also 
Henk Van Raalte harness designed by a hang 
gliding legend suit 5'8"-6' pilot. Bluelblack 
colours Equestrian-style helmet included $350 
also 
Parachute for solo pilot never deployed only re
packed $350 ph Boyd 07 32690418 AH 

XT 165 int only 12 hrs airtime White top LE & 
fluoro yellow US $2300 ph Murray W 07 
38387519 AH 07 33457042 

Trike Airborne Edge T2-2632 18 mths old 120 
hrs always hangared & in ex cond $16500 rear 
wheel brakes & other extras ph Russell 074 

450084 

Combat 11152 int late model Combat quick fit
tings has leading edge deflexors (Desire) ex 
handling in top glide comfort grip base bar gd 
cond 079 793414 

Buzzard/Arrow II Tl-2037 Rotax 532 with 
approx 150 hrs 3 blade Ivo prop pod soft sides & 
wheel spats hour meter altimeter ASI (Hall only) 
Cylinder head temp Felk trailer with wing carrier 
all for $7,900 ph Nev Hoger 079 597105 AH 

Moyes GTR 210 int "A big mother ship" for sale 
$800 ph 018 772887 Paul 

Moyes Mission 170 int ex cond 20 hrs ffying 
since new $1500 also 
Pod harness & parachute Ball variometer 
wind speed indicator $800 or $1450 the lot ph 
Peter Griffith 07 33695887 H 07 38350294 W 

Trike wing 210 new leading edge gd cond 
$1000 also 
Rotax Bombardier 532 130 hrs plus tow system 
$1500 ph 079 393645 

Trike Airborne Edge T2-2559 Ivo prop full 
instrumentation 582 Rotax with centre console & 
compass gc $10,500 ph Dale 07 33416268 

Moyes XT 165 novlint very little use 30 hrs easy 
to handle fluoro pink, green black with landing 
wheels. full 6' pod harness & helmet, all you 
need to start out vgc $2150 ph Colin 07 
38075774 W, 38036001 AH 

Combat 152 int kevlar LE grey/purple US gc if 
you like purple you will buy at $1000 ph 07 
2089745 

Xact harness brown suit pilot six ft & 73 kilos. 
Perfect cond, very little use also PA chute skid 
lid & hand fairings the lot $1000 ph 07 38481409 

Air Support model Freestyle Pod Lite harness 
for hang glider red & blue with lightning stripe 
vgc suitable for pilot height 175 cm $350 ono 
also 
Moyes full face helmet 7.25" used only once & 
in as new cond $150 ph Peter 074429315 

Moyes Mission 170 nov low hrs LE blue US flu
oro pink with small fluoro yellow triangle faired 
king post, speed bar spare round "A" frame bat
ten profile & manual waterproof cover pod har
ness High Energy chute Skytech flightdeck 
instruments Pagen books all vgc $2500 ph 076 
613498 

Aero 150 nov 50 hrs top cond $1800 ph 070 
993399 Ex 1 

Xtralite 147 exp int clear scrim LE mylar TS dk 
blue/fluoro green US $3900 also 
Xact II harness blue/grey with PA chute suit 
5'7"-6' $750 also 
Ball dual scale 651 vario $350 ph 07 55784322 
BH, 07 55755204 AH 

Xtralite 147 exp int full mylar surfcote white LE 
green US only 8 mths old $3700 ph Justin 07 
38702836 

Brand new (never used) F2 Tandem glider by 
Pacific Air Waves price $4500 also 
Xtralite 147 exp int new late 1994 It green US 
white TS clear LE best price above $2500 also 
Parachute 18 gore, 3 yrs old price $350 ph 07 
55333596 

Xtralite 147 exp int green US clear scrim low hrs 
1 yo well cared for $4000 ono ph Dave Redman 
078183852 AH 

Magic IV 166 int VG airfoil tubing red LE 
blue/yellow US vgc a great second glider for 
coastal flying $300 ono ph Ron 07 38820004 H, 
32054866 W 

Skylink Hornet ZA T2-2510 59 hrs 532 Rotax 

white wing & pod comes with new spare left & 
right aluminium for the wings both inside & out
side sections for opinion call Phil Pritchard 
(instructor) 018 761193 or 075 462412 price 
$12,000 

Brauniger AV Comp vario software cables & air 
speed indicator all pc $750 ph 07 8645716 W, 
072089745 AH 

Foil 160 int amazingly gc for older glider gd sail 
new AN bolts etc ph Shannon 07 2666240 $500 
ono 

Combat II 152 (int) purple LE fluoro yellow & 
purple US incl batten profile' gc $1500 ono ph 
070 537149 leave message 

Desire 151 (int) 80 hrs great glider with 
Crocodile pattern on US bargain at $2200 ph 
075462412 or 018761193 

XT 165 int ec only 90 hrs $1700 also 
Tracer harness near new suit med build or 172 
cm $400 also 
Moyes wheel large $80 also 
Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots by Peter 

p----- -----. 
I 
I 
I AVOCET: 
I The world's best 
I watch ON SALE .•. 

altlmeter/ I 
I 

$ 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I AVOCET ALTIMETER WATCH 

Altlm~r, vertical &peed Indicator (wfth 
memory functlon&), multi-function watch, 
temperature !jau!je and more. Record& 
thermal& flown. Not a ~, a hl!jh-precl&lon 
altlm~er & chronom~r. Standard wrt&t· 
vand for every day wear, optional extra 
ela6tlcl6ed vand to wear out61de your fly
In!j Jack~ In-fll!jht. Accuracy to 10 feet. 
MADE IN USA. FULL 2 YEAR AUSl1W.I
AN GUARANTEE. (Nota !jrey Import) 

NOW ONLY ••.• $180 
Ela&tlcl&ed wrI&tband $22. P06t$ 5.90 

Credit card, Cheque or COD al&o OK. 
All prlce& quoted tax exempt. 

UL TRAUGHT FLYING 
MACHINES 

PO BOX 182, NTH BALWYN, 3104 

(03) 9431-2131 
24HR FAX (03) 431-1869 

I 

I 
I 

._---- ----_. 
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Chaney $30 ph Brian 07 55372372 

Victoria 

Mission 170 nov red LE white TE small 
blue triangle faired king post speed bar 
ex cond low hrs $1700 ph Karen 052 
831345 

Powered Canopy (trike) American 
design single seater powered by 2 stroke 
twin engine canopy blue & white new 
cost $14,000 selt $2,850 or will take 
paraglider part exchange ph 94381230 
or 015 559"238 

Mission 170 int fair cond hasn't been 
flown since last Moyes factory service. 
Moyes pod, parachute & helmet included 
$1400 call Mike in Ballarat Victoria 053 
333957 

Skylink Hornet side by side 2 seater 
reg. no. T2-2598 532 Rotax 64 hp 120 hrs TT 
full instruments 2A wing well maintained $14000 
ph Martin 03 98427098 

times. Is new. $28000 GPS also available every
thing ready to fly and enjoy ph 03 97991416 

Moyes GTR int v gd cond blue white & yellow 
wing red prone hamess pilot not flying any 
longer $600 ono ph 03 5316967 H, 03 6451444 
W 

Foil 135 int only one ever made lightweight glid
er for the smaller pilot gd 1st high performance 
ship VB compensator & fibreglass tips batten 
profile in vgc $900 also 
Ball vario with Skywatch wind meter $250 also 
Moyes front entry pod with PA parachute vgc 
$700 oC $1750 for the lot ph 03 97299261 

Moyes pod harness vgc black with yellow stripe 
with water bottle & tow loops v comfortable suit 
5'6"-5'10" plus Bells helmet 57-58 cm $270 ph 
Chris 03 7618190 or 018 384910 

Trike T2-2737 Pegasus XL465 HP 18 mths old 
200 hrs red i.E white MS red & black US 
$12,000 .ono also 

Pegasus Quantum Q2 trike (T2-2772) 3 mths 
old comes with full specs 582 electric start & pull 
start altimeter airspeed VSI EGT water temp 
also comes with training bars Comunica Gold 
intercom & helmets & trailer 8 hrs flown 10 hrs 
on motor with run-in Beautiful to fly only set up 3 

Aero 150 nov mint LE white MS fluoro yellow & 
fluoro pink US ex cond $1800 ono for all the 
above glider enquiries 057 501174 AH, 018 
570168 BH 

Combat 139 C int low mileage 40 hrs flying time 
white TS totally red US kept with care (under 

cover) last run of 
the top Combat. All 
the extras speed 
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BRIGHT HIKERS 
In the High Country of North East VictOria 

Our hostel is a five star (AAA Rated) 
flyers paradise. 

Twin rooms and small dorms. Large 
lounge with fully equipped kitchen, 

Clean bathrooms, Coin laundry, BBO 
area and Garnes room _ 

Our Flyer specific services Include ______ _ 

Flying Manuals Maps Tee shirts 

Avfax weather information 

Flying videos Heaps of magazines 

Paraglider Flying suits and more . 

"Sky out during the day then corne and 
relax and exchange your flying yarns 

with pilots from all over the globe" 

The hostel is in the centre of the town 
opposite the post office. 

Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp 
pn single room_ Breakfast available 

from $3.50. 

Geoff or Maz White 
Top Floor 4 Ireland Street, Bright Vic 3741 

Ph 057501244 Fax 05750 1246 
Mobile 018 052793 ~mail gWhite@WWIN.netc net au 

bar faired every
thing sleeved LE 
$2100 ph George X 
0411198877 or 03 
95961779 

Buzzard trike with 
Arrow II wing Tl-
2054 this is a great 
machine for the 
budget conscious 
flyer. I need to sell 
& will negotiate an 
extremely attractive 
price for a genuine 
buyer. If you are 
ready to buy a trike 
but don't want to 
spend a fortune on 
an Edge call me on 
0393791960 

Moyes Tracer har
ness blue with grey 
& turquoise trim up 
to 6 ft C/w Apco 
chute $850 also 
Flytec 3005 vario 
$450 all items as 
new in ex cond only 
been used a few 
times ph Greg on 
051 456746 AH , 
051 496402 BH 

Aero 165 Race int 
ex cond $2200 058 
215957 AH 

Moyes Mars 170 
nov gc low hrs 
mylar LE batten 
profile pod hamess 

helmet training wheels etc $1200 the lot will sep
arate 03 98532672 

Foil 152 Combat int white LE & TS, grey & fluo
ro green US it has 1200 mm stiffeners in LE in 
vgc $1850 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019936788 

Combat 11152 int purple LE purple & pink US 
LE sleeves & extra battens spare upright vgc 
$1800 ph Phil 060 562885 or Rohan 053 492845 

ACT 

Trike Skylink Hornet 2 seater 532 engine 145 
hrs Ivo prop pod & UV protected wing covers full 
instrumentation hangar available 20 mins from 
Canberra $13500 reg T2-2557 ph Roy Ellis 062 
302422 Bh 062 261441 Ah 

Model hang gliders quality crafted limited num
ber available CASH ON DELIVERY size approx. 
nearty 3' or 90 cm wing tip to wing tip, on its own 
stand. To be picked up only at 5 Lupus Place 
Giralang Canberra ACT 2617, Graham Hyles. 

Trike Raven 462LC T2-2535 brother to the 
Skylink Homet but faster 85 mph the same sleek 
wing as the new Venturer. A fast 2 seater X
country tourer 4.5 hrs endurance very stable, 
light in the roll. Full instruments, strobel1anding 
lights, radio setup, carby heat. Ivo prop includes 
trailer with wing carrier & cover. $10,200 Ph 
Trevor for photo & magazine article 06 2516160 
W, 06 2585496 H 

XT 165 nov good looking glider speed bar & 
wheels low flying hours vgc $1900 ph 06 
2513762 

Western Australia 

GTR 162 int vg speed bar faired uprights gc 
$1000 will trade for Mission 170 ph 09 5717745 
after 6pm ask for John or 015 777137 

Aero 170 nov black LE with red grey & white US 
new flying wires recently installed & new glider 
bag glider in v gd cond $1400 ph Keith 09 
3679066 B or 09 3673479 AH 

Backup chute manual deploy. incl certified 
repack $400 ph Matt 09 3286130 after 8 pm 

Aero 170 nov 10 hrs airtime $2000 
Skyiite harness black/purple stripe $650 
parachute 24 gore $450 
Sjostrom vario $400 all in one sale $3200 
ph/fax 097 212427 

Moyes XS 155 exp int king post hang grey LE 
yellow MS It blue US vgc a steal @ $1300 ph 
Paul 09 2502744 

Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 T2-2711 Alt, ASI , 
tacho, hours, EGT, water gauges low noise, 
Airplast prop 215 hrs 18 mths old radio, head
sets, intercom, helmets, cover 018574068 Tony 
Dennis 0 
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tra! Extra! 
Drew Cooper on a roll, winning Eungella 

and the Canungra Classic. 

--
EUNGELLA 95 
lsi 
2nd 
3rd 

Drew Cooper 

Warwick Gill 

Mike Jackson 

XTRALITE 164 

XTRALITE 164 

XTRALITE 164 

"We had tight strong thermals most days 
at Eungella with some weak days just to 
keep us honest. We went headwind every 
day and the 164's were leading out every 
day, winning Sout of 7days and finishing 
1st, 2nd and 3rd overall. 
At Canungra the 164 gave me the chance 
to maximise my opportunities in the 
mixed conditions. It doesn't feel like a big 
glider and improves my ability to climb 
and glide." 

Drew Cooper 

95 
C L 

CANUNGRA 
ASS I C 

lsi Drew Cooper 

2nd Geoff Tulloch 

Women's Category 

lsi Toni Noud 

B Grade 

XTRALITE 164 

XTRALITE 157 

XTRALITE 1 37 

lsi Bernard Gonsalves XTRALITE 137 

3rd Kraig Coomber XTRALITE 147 

MOYES DELTA GLIDER S Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Wa ve rl ey NSW 2024 A ustrali,l Te l: 6 1 2 387 5622 Fax: 6 1 2387 4472 


